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News in Brief
NEW HUMAN RIGHTS
MAGAZINE
The Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission has recently published a
new magazine –’NIHRC Review’. The
first edition of the 18-page publication
focusses on death investigations and
includes articles from Dame Janet Smith
on the Shipman Inquiry and other leading
commentators on issues relating to the
right to life.
Over 1,500 copies of the publication
have been circulated. The Commission
intends to publish three issues each year,
with the next focussing on the proposed
Bill of Rights for Northern Ireland. Copies
are available free from the Commission
with an electronic version posted on its
website www.nihrc.org
WESTLINK ROADWORKS
The first main traffic management change
on the M1/Westlink took effect in midMarch. Disruption is likely to continue
for up to three years. The Department
for Regional Development advise that
the public will be kept informed of
planned changes in traffic arrangements
and traffic delays through a number of
different channels, including local press,
radio, television, the traffic management
information service (telephone: 0845
7123321) and Road Service’s Traffic
Information & Control Centre website at
www.trafficwatchni.com
Drivers can also receive an e-mail
alert of significant traffic events during
construction. Registration for this free
service is available through www.roadsni.
gov.uk/westlinktrafficalert
VICTIM ADVOCATE SCHEME
The Lord Chancellor has announced
plans for a one year pilot scheme
across England & Wales commencing
in April 2006 which will give relatives of
murder victims the right to address the

court before sentencing in a murder or
manslaughter case.
The “advocate” could be a family
member or third party. While the address
is not intended to impact sentencing,
it will give the advocate the chance to
highlight in court how the crime has
affected those close to the victim.
PRISONER OMBUSDMAN
The Prisoner Ombudsman for Northern
Ireland, Brian Coulter, has published his
first newsletter. Its purpose is to provide
interested parties but primarily prisoners
with an update on the work of his office
since his appointment on 3rd May 2005.
In addition to explaining how a complaint
can be made to him once the internal
Prison Service complaint process has
been exhausted, he also furnishes
examples of some of the 231 eligible
complaints which he investigated up
to 31 October 2005. A copy of the
newsletter can be accessed from
www.niprisonerombudsman.gov.uk
INDEPENDENT COMMISSIONER
REPORT
A copy of the Concluding Report of the
Independent Commissioner for Detained
Terrorist Suspects, Dr Bill Norris, covering
the period January to September 2005 is
available from the Society’s library. Issues
covered include availability of reading
material, use of video identification,
the provison of medical services and
smoking options at PSNI Custody Suites.
Responsibility for the independent
oversight of the detention of persons
suspected of terrorist offences passed to
Custody Visitors on 1 October 2005.
HELP FOR FIRST TIME BUYERS
The Social Development Minister,
David Hanson, has announced that
Co-Ownership Housing Association rents

are being cut by 21%. On a typical
£115,000 property this will represent
a £36.00 a month saving on a half
share basis which is Co-Ownership’s
most popular starter option. This rent
decrease will also encompass the
4000 households who currently own
their homes through Co-Ownership
with effect from 1 April 2006.
Higher property value limits for
properties to purchase with
Co-Ownership are also under
consideration.
REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL
GOVERNANCE
The Department of Environment has
appointed a panel of independent
experts to take forward a Review of
Environmental Governance which will
be carried out within 12 months and
will present and publish a report of
interim findings in summer 2006 for
public consultation. It will examine
models of environmental protection
agencies in other jurisdictions and
assess the best possible model for
Northern Ireland’s environment.
The Review has its own website
at www.regni.info. The website
will be regularly updated and all
evidence gathered and considered
by the Review will be posted. It
has full details of how the public
and organisations can contact the
Review panel.
EQUALITY COMMISSION
The Equality Commission has
published its Sixth Annual Report,
summarising the progress made
during the year 2004/2005, and
marking important developments in
the field of equality of opportunity in
Northern Ireland.
The Report is downloadable from
www.equalityni.org.
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The Online Lawyer
The internet has been a global
information tool for well over a
decade, ushering in an IT revolution
comparable to the impact of the
industrial and scientific revolutions
of previous centuries.

Do you remember life before the
internet? Carrying out efficient legal
research in this jurisdiction was not easy
- the law was book-based and
fragmented, making it difficult to access
for a lawyer wishing to ensure he was
advising his client on the up to date legal
position. As a small jurisdiction Northern
Ireland suffered from a lack of legal
bibliographical aids: it was simply not
commercially viable for major publishers
to produce the likes of a Northern Ireland
Halsbury’s Laws.
Life post-internet has transformed the
way in which legal research is carried
out. In the highly lucrative market that
IT has become, it is ironic that one of
the major drivers credited for creating
the vast free internet as we now know
it are the various international Legal
Information Institutes. Their core
statement that “public legal information
from all countries and international
institutions is part of the common
heritage of humanity” has led to the
creation of national online legal resources
which are completely free of charge and
which were almost unthinkable a decade
ago. BAILII, which is the UK version, is
reviewed in detail later in this article.
Commercial vendors of legal information
in the UK are also continuing their
transition from print to electronic material.
The information they provide has added
value in that it is usually edited and
annotated, whereas the range of free
information is usually posted to the web
without any additional commentary.
So where does that leave us in Northern
Ireland? Put simply – ahead of the rest

of the UK. Suddenly small is beautiful. In
this jurisdiction there is a superb range of
home-grown products for the Northern
Ireland lawyer providing practitioners with
complete legal portals. There are several
reasons for this;
The proportionately smaller output
of caselaw and legislation from the
Courts and Government in Northern
Ireland has made the creation and
updating of legal information portals
manageable by smaller organisations
and publishers. Libero (the database
of the Law Society Northern Ireland
library) and the Bulletin of Northern
Ireland Law (published by SLS) are
examples of non-commercial and
commercial versions respectively.
Both these databases are reviewed
later in this article.
A lack of bibliographical material in
Northern Ireland created a willingness
to embrace the internet as an
alternative resource of publishing
and accessing information. Northern
Ireland was the first jurisdiction in
the UK to introduce a Statute Law
Database. The Statutory Publications
Office launched The Updated Statutes
of Northern Ireland in November
2002, creating a web-based set of
primary Northern Ireland legislation in
its revised form. Four years later, the
GB version is still in preparation.
The cost of these products can also
be kept low. Some of the legal portals
are partially or totally subsidised,
and the commercial remainder are
currently available at very attractive
rates (costings are included in the
reviews later in this article). The size
and makeup of the legal profession
in this jurisdiction has made for
easier marketing and awareness of
electronic products.
It is always advisable to use the kind of
legal portals mentioned in this article to
conduct your legal research, since it is

important that you know the source of
your online material.

In a small jurisdiction like Northern
Ireland we can reap the benefits of
a proportionately small output of
caselaw and legislation from the
Courts, Tribunals and Government.
Using internet technology this can
be harnassed to create complete,
current and no/low cost legal
information portals.

SEARCH ENGINES
The alternative to legal portals are search
engines such as Google, MSN and Alta
Vista. These have advanced considerably
in the last number of years, and are still
very useful in searching the internet for
legal material. It is still, however, worth
bearing the following in mind:
Make sure that the sites you are taken
to via a search engine are official,
authoritative and current. There is a
vast range of personal comment and
opinion freely uploaded on the world
wide web.
Choose one search engine and stick
to it. Familiarity will mean consistency
in searching. The advanced search
facilities available on most search
engines are also worth using.

ONLINE TRAINING DAY
The Law Society is keen to promote
awareness and availability of online
legal products – the library contains
a diverse range of commercial and
non-commercial web-based material,
cumulatively providing a unique
electronic resource for the profession.
The key products for the online Northern
Ireland lawyers are being showcased in a
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unique Legal Online Day taking place at
the Law Society on 7 April being hosted
by the library. This is an opportunity for
lawyers to have hands on experience of
the range of material available, regardless
of individual internet experience
and knowledge. Booking details are
contained on page 17. The following
review of these resources, carried out
by Law Society Library staff members
Heather Semple, Derval McFetridge and
Denise Hanna, gives you a taste of what
to expect on the day.
Heather Semple
Head of Library
and Information Services,
Law Society Northern Ireland

1

LIBERO DATABASE
THE DATABASE OF THE LAW
SOCIETY LIBRARY

www.lawsoc-ni.org

MARCH 2006

All reported and unreported
decisions from the NI High
Courts and Court of Appeal from
1999 onwards

Collection

Search by

Caselaw &
tribunal
decisions

Name of parties
Court
Judge
Keywords/keyphrase
Date
Legislation cited
Subject

Legislation

Title
Date
Subject
Explanatory note

Practice
directions

Judge
Title
Subject
Abstract
Court
Date

All decisions from the local Fair
Employment and Industrial
Tribunals from 2002 onwards
The complete library catalogue
of textbooks, journals, forms
and precedents
CURRENCY
We aim to make Libero the first
place to find legal information.
Data is added on a daily basis and
consequently legislation and caselaw
is uploaded on the same/ next
working day as it is released.

The first level hit will provide a
summary of all the key data
associated with the record. Users can
then choose to drill down to access
the full text of the record.

CAPABILITY
Libero is a very flexible and intuitive
database which we have been able
to tailor to the needs of solicitors.
The value of the data contained in
Libero is enhanced by its unique
hyper-linking system:

Libero has been designed and
developed specifically for solicitors in
Northern Ireland. It is a one-stop shop
for all types of legal information and
is constantly being fine tuned and
adapted as a complete legal portal.

Commencement orders are linked
to primary legislation so you can
see when particular sections have
been brought into force

The key features of Libero are
content, currency, capability and cost.

Secondary legislation is linked to
primary legislation so you can see
if there are any regulations made
pursuant to a particular section

COST
FREE to all members of the Society
The library offers tailored training
sessions on Libero at your office
– contact any member of library staff
for details

2

BAILII
BRITISH AND IRISH LEGAL
INFORMATION INSTITUTE

CONTENT
Libero contains:

Implementing legislation is linked
to the relevant EU Directive

Northern Ireland primary and
secondary legislation from
2002 onwards

Cases are linked as they
progress through the various
Tribunals and Courts

All Practice Directions from the
Chancery, Family and Taxing
Divisions of the High Court

Due to the way all data has been
abstracted on Libero, it is possible to
search for data in a variety of ways:

www.bailii.org
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(BAILII) provides access to the
most comprehensive set of British
and Irish primary legal materials
that are available free and in one
place on the Internet. Funding for
BAILII is provided from numerous
organisations which are listed on
the website and in order to continue
providing such a worthwhile service
BAILII welcomes any contribution.
The databases are derived from a
number of sources including free
websites as well as databases on
published CD-ROMs and direct and
indirect feeds by relevant courts,
government departments and other
organisations.
The information is current with data
added on a daily basis.
WHAT IS AVAILABLE ON BAILII?
World collections from
Australasia, Canada, Hong Kong
and Pacific Islands.

• Northern Ireland Orders in
Council 2001• Statutory Rules of Northern Ireland
2001-

• Irish Supreme Court Decisions
1999• Irish High Court Decisions 1996• Irish Competition Authority
Decisions 1991• Irish Information Commissioner’s
Decisions 1998• Irish Court of Criminal Appeal
Decisions 2004• Irish Statutes 1922• Irish Statutory Instruments 19221998

Legislation and case law from
Northern Ireland, England and
Wales, Scotland and Ireland.
Perhaps you are not aware that
BAILII has access to current case
law and legislation from the four
main jurisdictions
Northern Ireland
• High Court Cases 1998• Industrial Tribunal decisions 2002• Fair Employment Tribunal decisions
2002• Social Security and Child Support
Commissioners’ decisions 2004 –
• Northern Ireland Statutes 1495-

• Scottish Court of Session
Decisions 1998• Scottish High Court of Judiciary
Decisions 1998• Scottish Sheriff Court Decisions
1997• Scottish Statutes 1999• Scottish Statutory Instruments
1999HOW TO SEARCH BAILII
The user interface is easy to navigate
and there are three ways to search
for information 1. The databases are arranged
by jurisdiction and they can
be searched by year or
alphabetically.
2. Recent decisions (within the last

LSNI

3. Users can also use the search
engine on the front page which
has a useful help file if you are
unfamiliar with search terms.

• High Court Cases from all the
divisions 1996• United Kingdom Statutes 1988• Statutory Instruments 2002Ireland

OF THE

month) for all the jurisdictions can
be accessed from the front page.

England and Wales

Scotland
Court of Justice of the European
Communities Decisions
(including the Court of First
Instance Decisions) 1954-
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Access to BAILII is free.
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ALL LAW OF NORTHERN
IRELAND
A complete
Northern Ireland
Law Library on
CD–ROM by Barry
Valentine BL.
The only product to be demonstrated
on the Online Training day which is
not web-based, this CD is updated
every six months. Barry Valentine is
a practising barrister with particular
interest in criminal law and judicial
review. He has written several
publications on County Court and
Supreme Court procedure, as well as
numerous titles in criminal law.
The ALL Law of Northern Ireland
is an ambitious, unique and very
welcome collation of the law of this
jurisdiction. It is fully annotated, often
providing current expansion on the
annotations contained in his various
publications. The material contained
in the CD is divided into three folders:
1. The first folder is entitled
Crimstats which contains a
collection of the complete text,
up-to-date and as applying
to Northern Ireland, of Acts,
Orders, Rules and Regulations
relating to criminal law, procedure
and evidence, annotated with
Northern Ireland case law and
relevant Irish case law.
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An example from the CD for offence
of Dangerous Driving – the relevant
legislation is listed along with the
appropriate punishment and summary
of pertinent caselaw.
2. The second folder is Genstats
which includes:
All NI statutes from 1921 to 2005
UK Acts which particularly relate to
Northern Ireland or are of particular
importance
UK Statutory Instruments which
apply to Northern Ireland
Court Practice Directions
CD contains the only available
electronic version of the Rules of
the Supreme Court, County Court
Rules and Magistrates’ Courts
Rules and rules of other Courts
and Tribunals
3. The third folder is subordinate
legislation which contains all
Statutory Rules and Orders for
NI and list of important Statutory
Instruments, covering topics
such as consumer credit and
commercial law
ALL LAW of Northern Ireland CD
2005 is available at cost of £400 and
Updated CD-ROM £75
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THE BULLETIN OF
NORTHERN IRELAND
LAW ON-LINE

SLS Legal
Publications

www.sls.qub.ac.uk
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In 2002 the Bulletin of Northern
Ireland Law On-line was launched
so that now anyone with a PC and
an internet connection can have
direct access to a constantly updated
database on Northern Ireland law.
There is also an e-mail alerting service
which allows subscribers to choose
up to four topics on which to receive
regular updates via e-mail. These are
derived from the most recent Bulletin
entries. Archive material from 1996
to the present is searchable in one
simple operation, without the need for
checking the index for each year.
The notes in the Bulletin On-line are
written by lawyers and are designed
to keep practitioners and others upto-date with legal developments in a
simple, easy to read way. It contains
many features which are not available
elsewhere. The summaries of cases
and legislation present subscribers
with information in an easily digestable
format and then if more detailed
research is needed, a link is provided
to the full text of the case or legislation.
The Bulletin On-line gathers together
information from many different
sources meaning subscribers do not
have to trawl through lots of different
sites. The search facility and enhanced
indexing power of the Bulletin On-line
reduces research time. Cases and
other material are arranged by subject.
The Bulletin On-line contains
summaries of:
Legislation: all Northern Ireland
Orders in Council, Statutory Rules,
Statutory Instruments and Acts of
Parliament which apply in Northern
Ireland.
Cases: all written judgments
delivered in the Court of Appeal, High
Court, County Court and Magistrates’
Courts. Sub-editors select and note
important decisions of industrial
tribunals, the Fair Employment

Tribunal, the Lands Tribunal, Planning
Appeals Commission and Social
Security Commissioners.
Awards: awards in personal injury
actions in the High Court.
European Law: relevant
developments in EC law.
Tax: selected tax cases and Inland
Revenue press releases.
Practice and Procedure: full text
Practice Directions etc.
Law Reform: summaries of
proposed legislation for Northern
Ireland, relevant Government reports
and proposals for law reform.
Professional Information: Court
Service notices and appointments.
Links are provided from the Bulletin
On-line entries to the full text of Acts
of Parliament, Northern Ireland Orders
in Council, Statutory Instruments
and Statutory Rules. Links are also
provided to the full text of judgments
and to relevant reference materials
such as consultation papers, press
releases and background information.
An ‘In force this week’ option allows
subscribers to check what legislation
is coming into force during the week.
A section on Entries to Note draws
subscribers' attention to the most
important topics in the current issue
and Court Rules and Practice
Directions are also highlighted. There
is a Table of Parliamentary Progress
of legislation to help subscribers keep
track of forthcoming legislation.
For a 14 day FREE TRIAL of
the Bulletin On-Line log on to:
www.sls.qub.ac.uk
The Bulletin On-line is available
on subscription price £300 plus
VAT (£352.50) (includes a free
printed copy).
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Effects of Bankruptcy on Title
INTRODUCTION
If a person is adjudicated bankrupt, any
assets which he owns generally form part
of his bankruptcy estate and vest in his
trustee in bankruptcy, be that the Official
Receiver or other trustee in bankruptcy.
Perhaps the most valuable asset which a
bankrupt owns is his interest in his main
residence. Further, more and more people
today own second homes either as a
holiday home or as an investment property.
The value of the bankrupt’s home and
other real property has been enhanced by
the recent increase in property prices in
Northern Ireland.
It is not surprising therefore that realising
the bankrupt’s interest in such property is
a high priority for a trustee in bankruptcy.
Such property may be owned solely by
the bankrupt or jointly with his spouse or
partner. Of importance to conveyancers
is the effect on titles if the borrower is
declared bankrupt. What is the effect
on title if the bankrupt is subsequently
discharged from bankruptcy or has his
bankruptcy annulled? Furthermore there
are special provisions which now apply in
relation to the bankrupt’s home with the
introduction of the Insolvency (NI) Order
2005 on 27 March 2006.

THE STARTING POINT
If a person is declared bankrupt any
interest he has in any real property, be that
his main residence, any second home or
other interest in land vests in his trustee
in bankruptcy. Therefore the bankrupt is
no longer able to sell his interest in the
property nor give valid security to a lender
for a mortgage or further advance unless
the title is re-vested into his name.

EFFECT OF A DISCHARGE FROM
BANKRUPTCY ON TITLE
The fact that a bankrupt has received a
certificate of discharge from bankruptcy

does not operate to re-vest the title into
the name of the former bankrupt. The title
remains vested in his trustee in bankruptcy.
Thus the interest of the trustee must be
bought out and title formally transferred
from the trustee into the name of the
person buying out the interest, whether
that is the former bankrupt or perhaps
his spouse or a relative. This remains the
position under the Insolvency (NI) Order
2005 with one important exception relating
to the bankrupt’s home.
Bankrupt’s home – the new
bankruptcy law
Bankrupt’s home is defined as the sole
or principal residence of the bankrupt
or his spouse or civil partner.
Automatically re-vests in the former
bankrupt at the end of three years
unless the trustee takes action to
realise his interest in it.
There are transitional arrangements for
anyone adjudicated bankrupt before
27 March 2006.

BANKRUPT’S HOME
Under the Insolvency (NI) Order 1989
it was possible for the interest of the
bankrupt in property to be vested in
the trustee indefinitely notwithstanding
that the bankrupt had been discharged
from bankruptcy. This applied even if the
property was the bankrupt’s home. This
is not the case under the new insolvency
legislation which incorporates a “sunset
provision.”
Under article 17 of the Insolvency (Northern
Ireland) Order 2005 if the property consists
of a dwelling-house which at the date of
the bankruptcy was the sole or principal
residence of (i) the bankrupt; (ii) his spouse
or civil partner; or (iii) his former spouse or
former civil partner, then at the end of three
years from the date of the bankruptcy the
interest shall cease to be comprised in the

estate of the bankrupt and shall re-vest in
the bankrupt. Importantly, the re-vesting
of title will occur without the need for any
conveyance, assignment or transfer.
However this shall not apply if during this
period the trustee:
• Realises his interest in the dwellinghouse; or
• Applies for an order for sale or
repossession of the dwelling-house; or
• Applies for an order imposing a charge
on the dwelling-house; or
• Enters an agreement with the bankrupt
concerning the interest.
If the trustee makes an application to
the High Court for an order for sale or
repossession and sale or for a charge on
the dwelling-house and does not succeed
then, unless the Court otherwise orders,
the home shall vest in the bankrupt. The
High Court also has power to extend
the three year period in prescribed
circumstances or if it considers it
appropriate to do so.
It is important that a bankrupt advises
the trustee promptly of his interest in his
home as if he does not advise the trustee
within three months from the date of the
bankruptcy order, the three years only
begins to run from the date on which the
trustee becomes aware of the interest.
If there is a realisable interest in the
property it is likely that a trustee will make
an appropriate application within the three
years. However, if he does not, the title to
the property will re-vest in the bankrupt.
As the bankrupt will wish to be able to
establish good title to his property, he
should retain evidence sufficient to prove
to a future purchaser or lender that the
title did in fact automatically re-vest into
his name.
It is important to note that the provision
regarding a bankrupt’s home does not
apply to any other property in which he
has an interest unless it is an interest in
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a dwelling-house which at the date of
the bankruptcy was the sole or principal
residence of his spouse (or civil partner) or
his former spouse (or civil partner).
There are transitional arrangements for
anyone adjudicated bankrupt before 27
March 2006. In such cases if a bankrupt’s
estate includes a dwelling-house which at
the date of the bankruptcy was the sole
or principal residence of the bankrupt
or his spouse or former spouse, then at
the end of three years, beginning with 27
March 2006, that interest shall cease to
be comprised in his estate and shall revest in the bankrupt without conveyance,
assignment or transfer. However this will
not apply if the trustee
• Realises his interest in the dwellinghouse; or
• Applies for an order for sale or
repossession of the dwelling-house; or
• Applies for an order imposing a charge
on the dwelling-house; or
• Enters an agreement with the bankrupt
concerning the interest; or
• Obtains any order of the court, or
makes any agreement with the
bankrupt in respect of the interest in
the dwelling-house.

EFFECT OF ANNULMENT OF
BANKRUPTCY ON TITLE
The court has power to annul a bankruptcy
order on the following grounds:
• That, on grounds existing at the time
the bankruptcy order was made, the
order ought not to have been made;
• That the bankruptcy debts and
expenses of the bankruptcy have been
paid or secured to the satisfaction of
the court;
• That a proposal by the bankrupt for an
IVA has been approved.
If a court application to annul a bankruptcy
is successful, the interest of the bankrupt
in real property will vest in such person

MARCH 2006

as the court may appoint or in default of
such appointment (or where the annulment
order is silent as to such vesting) re-vests
in the bankrupt without any conveyance,
assignment or transfer.

EFFECT OF DISCLAIMER ON TITLE
While it is usually the case that the trustee
in bankruptcy will seek to realise his interest
in the bankrupt’s real property, he can
disclaim his interest in onerous property.
Property is defined as onerous if it is an
unprofitable contract or any other property
which is unsaleable or not readily saleable,
or may give rise to a liability to pay money
or perform any other onerous act.
If a trustee disclaims his interest in real
property the effect is to determine his
interest in the property. It does not affect
the rights or liabilities of any other person
interested in the property.
To disclaim his interest the trustee must
file in Court and subsequently serve a
notice of disclaimer (i) where the disclaimed
property is leasehold or held under a fee
farm grant, on every person claiming under
the bankrupt as underlessee or mortgagee,
and (ii) where the disclaimed property is a
dwelling-house, on every person who is in
occupation or claiming a right to occupy it.
If a property is disclaimed by the trustee it
does not automatically re-vest title into the
name of the bankrupt. The Insolvency (NI)
Order 1989 is silent on where the property
vests on a disclaimer. It is argued that if the
property is freehold it vests in the Crown
by escheat and if the property is leasehold
the lease is determined and the property
reverts back to the landlord. However,
the Court may make an order vesting the
property in the person entitled to it subject
to any liability which was not disclaimed
or if the disclaimed property is a dwellinghouse it may be vested in any person
who was in occupation of or entitled to
occupation of the dwelling-house when
the bankruptcy petition was presented.

However, such a person must make an
application within three months from the
date of becoming aware of the disclaimer
or receiving the notice of disclaimer.

EFFECT OF BANKRUPTCY ON
JOINT OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY
If a property is held in joint names and one
of the owners is adjudicated bankrupt,
the interest of the bankrupt in the property
vests in his trustee. If the property was
held as joint tenants the bankruptcy
severs the joint tenancy and the trustee
and the co-owner hold the property as
tenants in common. This remains the
position notwithstanding that the bankrupt
has obtained a certificate of discharge
unless the interest of the trustee has been
bought out or the property has re-vested
in the bankrupt under the new insolvency
provisions re a bankrupt’s home. A lender
will usually wish to have the security of a
charge over the interest of all owners of
property not merely the interest of the nonbankrupt owner and therefore the interest
of the trustee must be addressed before a
remortgage or further advance is granted
by a lender.
KEY POINTS
On bankruptcy the title of the bankrupt
vests in his trustee in bankruptcy.
Discharge from bankruptcy does not
automatically re-vest title in the former
bankrupt.
Bankruptcy severs a joint tenancy.
Title re-vests in the bankrupt on an
annulment from bankruptcy on such
terms as the court may direct.
If the trustee disclaims onerous
property application should be made
within three months to re-vest title.
We are grateful to Charles O’Neill of
Francis Hanna & Co., Solicitors, Belfast for
this article.

2006 CPD Seminar Programme
CONSULTING

Changing CPD Requirements
From January 2005 all solicitors in Northern Ireland are subject to the
Continuing Professional Development Scheme (CPD).
AFP Consulting provides a range of 3-hour seminars, which meet the
Law Society of Northern Ireland's Client Care and/or Practice
Management CPD requirements. This year's seminar programme is
targeted at 3 different levels of experience within a law firm:
• Level 3

Senior Partners and Managers

• Level 2

Staff and Solicitors who have some level of management
responsibility

• Level 1

Junior staff who need basic understanding of managing
their work and the law firm environment

Please see below for forthcoming events between April and October 2006
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT (LEVEL 2 & 3)
Wednesday 19th April 2006 - The King's Hall Exhibition Centre, Belfast
The seminar will cover the basic principles of people management including establishing a HR strategy, job
descriptions, recruitment, training and appraisals, leadership, developing teams and motivating staff and
supervision of staff within a risk management framework.

PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT FOR LAWYERS (Level 1)
Wednesday 14th June 2006 - The King's Hall Exhibition Centre, Belfast
This course discusses management issues for all staff and includes an introduction to the basic principles of
managing people and managing oneself, the office environment, billings and cash flow, operational risk and
client care.

FUTURE SEMINARS (The King's Hall Exhibition Centre, Belfast)
13/09/2006
11/10/2006
18/10/2006
08/11/2006

-

Practice Management (Level 2)
Crisis and Reputation Management (Level 3)
Winning & Retaining Clients (All Levels)
Subject to be confirmed

15/11/2006
22/11/2006
06/12/2006
13/12/2006

-

Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject

to
to
to
to

be
be
be
be

confirmed
confirmed
confirmed
confirmed

Qualifies for 3 hours CPD
All seminar times: 2.00 pm - 5.00 pm
Cost per seminar: £125.00 + VAT per delegate
To reserve your place on any CPD seminar please contact us on:
Tel: 0845 600 2729 or Email: afpconsulting@aforbes.co.uk
AFM 824 - Mar 06 Alexander Forbes Consulting, a Division of Alexander Forbes Risk Services Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
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Will Pye be squared or circled?
right. Thus it is ordinarily the
clear duty of our domestic
courts, save where and so far as
constrained by primary domestic
legislation, to give practical
recognition to the principles laid
down by the Strasbourg Court as
governing the Convention rights
specified in section 1(1) of the
1998 Act. The Strasbourg Court
is the highest judicial authority on
the interpretation of those rights
and the effectiveness of the
Convention as an international
instrument depends on the loyal
acceptance by member states of
the principles it lays down

Introduction
Readers are referred to my articles
in the December 2005, January and
February 2006 issues of "The Writ"
in respect of the European Court of
Human Rights in J.A. Pye (Oxford) Ltd
v United Kingdom (2005) The Times,
23 November and its impact on the law
of adverse possession. Pending the
outcome of any potential appeal to the
Grand Chamber, the House of Lords
(Lord Bingham of Cornhill, Lord Nicholls
of Birkenhead, Lord Hope of Craighead,
Lord Scott of Foscote, Lord Walker
of Gestingthorpe, Baroness Hale of
Richmond, Lord Brown of Eaton-underHeywood) has now delivered judgment
on 8 March 2006 in Price v Leeds City
Council [2006] UKHL 10.

•

There are isolated occasions (of
which R v Spear [2002] UKHL
31, [2003] 1 AC 734, paragraphs
12 and 92, is an example) when
a domestic court may challenge
the application by the Strasbourg
Court of the principles it has
expounded to the detailed facts
of a particular class of case
peculiarly within the knowledge
of national authorities. The 1998
Act gives it scope to do so

•

Adherence to precedent has
been a cornerstone of our legal
system. The strictures of Lord
Hailsham of St Marylebone LC in
Broome v Cassell & Co Limited
[1972] AC 1027, 1053-1055
remain highly pertinent

The doctrine of precedent and
the Strasbourg jurisprudence
Lord Bingham (in what will probably
become standard reading for law
students for years to come) dealt with
these issues at paragraphs 26-28 and
39-45 of his judgment in the Price
case. He held:
•

•

The mandatory duty imposed on
domestic courts by section 2 of
the Human Rights Act 1998 is to
take into account any judgment
of the Strasbourg Court and
any opinion of the Commission.
Domestic courts are not strictly
required to follow Strasbourg
rulings, as they are bound by
section 3(1) of the European
Communities Act 1972 and as
they are bound by the rulings of
superior courts in the domestic
curial hierarchy
However, by section 6 of the
1998 Act it is unlawful for
domestic courts, as public
authorities, to act in a way which
is incompatible with a Convention

•

It will be the duty of judges to
review Convention arguments
addressed to them and if they
consider a binding precedent to
be, or possibly to be, inconsistent
with Strasbourg authority, they
may express their views and give
leave to appeal, as the English
Court of Appeal did here. Leapfrog appeals may be appropriate.
However, they should follow the
binding precedent, as again the
Court of Appeal did here

•

The effective implementation
of the Convention depends
on constructive collaboration
between the Strasbourg Court
and the national courts of
member states. The Strasbourg
Court authoritatively expounds
the interpretation of the rights
embodied in the Convention and
its protocols, as it must if the
Convention is to be uniformly
understood by all member
states. But in its decisions on
particular cases the Strasbourg
Court accords a margin of
appreciation, often generous,
to the decisions of national
authorities and attaches much
importance to the peculiar
facts of the case. Thus it is for
national authorities, including
national courts particularly, to
decide in the first instance how
the principles expounded in
Strasbourg should be applied in
the special context of national
legislation, law, practice and
social and other conditions. It
is by the decisions of national
courts that the domestic
standard must be initially set,
and to those decisions the
ordinary rules of precedent
should apply

•

One partial exception might be
where the relevant precedent
is prior to the Human Rights
Act 1998 and the issue of
the Convention has not
been addressed and where
the relevant issue has been
addressed by the Strasbourg
Court: see, for example, the
approach of the English Court of
Appeal and the House of Lords
in D v East Berkshire Community
NHS Trust [2004] QB 558 and
[2005] UKHL 23 respectively to
X (Minors) v Bedfordshire County
Council [1995] 2 AC 633
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Get it right or get it back
Conclusion
So there we have it - or do we?
The answer as regards applying the
doctrine of precedent and established
case-law in the context of England
and Wales may be simpler than
in Northern Ireland. I have already
referred in the January 2006 edition
of “The Writ” to the status of Northern
Ireland legislation and the power to
“strike down”. It remains to be seen
whether our local judges will:
(a) seek to distinguish what appears
to be binding precedent on
the basis that the cases either
pre-date the Human Rights Act
1998 or concern English primary
legislation, which cannot be
“struck down”; or
(b) follow established case-law and
leave it to the parties to take the
matter further on appeal.
In the Pye context, if the Grand
Chamber overturns the present ruling,
then we can all give a huge sigh
of relief and revert to the standard
textbooks. If, however, the decision
is upheld then the above issues must
be addressed. In the absence of any
amending legislation, it would appear
that a test case should be taken in
the High Court (rather than the county
court – so that it may be appealed to
the House of Lords).
Of course, there is always the
possibility that if and/or when the
House of Lords has dealt with any
such appeal from Northern Ireland
that the losing party may decide to
take that case to the European Court
of Human Rights, which might, in
turn…
We are grateful to E.J. David
McBrien LLB, LLM, Barrister-atlaw of the Inn of Court of Northern
Ireland and of the King`s Inns, Dublin
for this article.

The Planning Service has announced a further move in its commitment to
speed up the planning process. The number of planning applications has
doubled in the past 10 years and the figure continues to grow rapidly. The
Service has received over 36,000 planning applications this year. Almost a
quarter of these applications could not be processed because of missing
information or an incorrect fee. This creates lengthy delays in the planning
process for customers.
Over the coming months a new procedure to return all invalid planning
applications, together with the fee and reasons for return will be rolled out
to all the local planning offices.
Jim Wilkinson, Deputy Director of Corporate Services, said: “This is
another positive step forward in our programme of modernisation. Almost
a quarter of all planning applications submitted do not include sufficient
information, or the correct fee to allow the application to be processed.
Time spent on these incomplete applications creates lengthy delays in the
planning process and impacts on all of our customers."
The new procedure will be phased in across planning offices and exact
dates for each will be advertised in the local press. Details will be available
together with guidance on how to complete planning applications on the
Planning Service website www.planningni.gov.uk or by contacting local
planning offices.
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Northern Ireland Commercial
Property Lawyers' Association
Half Day Seminar:

DEVELOPMENT ACQUISITION PROBLEMS
Date:

Friday 5th May 2006

Speakers:

Alan Riley, Solicitor, Property Know-How Consultant at Halliwells LLP, Former Senior Lecturer
at The College of Law, Chester and co-author of ‘Commercial Property and Business Leases’
(Jordans) and ‘Privity of Contract – A Practitioner’s Guide (The College of Law)

CPD Hours:

3

Cost:

£75

Venue:

Law Society House, Victoria Street, Belfast

Time:

9.30am – 12.30pm

Alan will discuss, in the context of development, ensuring proper access/services, dealing with party wall disputes,
boundary problems, working around restrictive covenants, dealing with planning obligations and access over
adjacent land for development purposes.
The seminar will take place at Law Society House, Victoria Street, Belfast and will commence at 9.30am.
The cost of this seminar is £75.
Cheques should be made payable to Northern Ireland Commercial Property Lawyers' Association and sent to
Deirdre Magill, Tughans, Marlborough House, 30 Victoria Street, Belfast, BT1 3GS.
Attendance at this seminar will attract 3 hours CPD entitlement.

BOOKING FORM
DEVELOPMENT ACQUISITION PROBLEMS
Name(s):

Firm:
Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:
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Investigations under
Part VIII of the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002
When:

25 April 2006

Where:

Law Society House

Cost:

£30

Time:

3.30pm - 4.30pm

CPD Allocation:

1 hour

This seminar will explore the powers of investigation exercisable under the Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002 in respect of a civil recovery investigation and related practical
issues. Michael McCracken BL will illustrate the issues by means of a hypothetical
case study.
Topics to be covered include:
Outline of the powers of investigation available to the Assets Recovery Agency
(“ARA”) in respect of a civil recovery investigation
The exercise of those powers by the ARA, and practical issues arising including
disclosure, and the operation of legal professional privilege
Applications under the recent Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Legal Expenses in
Civil Recovery Proceedings) Regulations 2005 for the payment of defence legal
expenses out of property the subject of civil recovery proceedings
Insights from relevant judicial decisions
Practical materials and helpful guidance will be available.

Investigations under Part VIII of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
25 April 2006 – Law
w Society House
Title:
Name:
Firm:
Firm Address:
Postcode:
Telephone Number:
E-mail:
Cheque enclosed: £

(made payable to “Law Society of Northern Ireland”)
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Evaluation of Youth Conferencing published
A recently published independent
evaluation of the Youth Justice Agency’s
Youth Conference Service shows that
Northern Ireland leads the world in
engaging with victims of youth crime.
Youth conferencing was introduced in the
Greater Belfast area in December 2003
and extended to Tyrone and Fermanagh
in April 2004 and to Newry, Armagh and
Banbridge in June 2005. It will be rolled out
to all areas by March 2007. It is currently
available for children aged 10-17 on referral
from the Public Prosecution Service or, on
conviction, from the Youth Court.
The findings have been welcomed by
Criminal Justice Minister, David Hanson
MP who said; “This independent report on
Youth Conferencing is very significant as it
provides a comprehensive assessment of
the impact of the Service on both victims
and young offenders.
“Youth conferencing provides an
inclusive and restorative approach to
healing the harm caused by crime. It
encourages young offenders to take
responsibility for their actions and, for
the first time, provides victims with a
say in the outcome.
“The report clearly shows that Youth
Conferencing is no easy option for
the young offender. Having to take
responsibility for their actions and to
explain themselves and to make amends
to those they have hurt, is a difficult path
to take but this report has shown it is very
effective in making the offender face up to
the reality of their actions.
“The interests of victims, as well as giving
the offender the chance to understand
the harm they have done, are central to
creating a modern and effective justice
system, in which people can have
confidence.
“The positive impact experienced by both
victims and offenders taking part in the
conferences endorses plans to continue

to roll-out the new arrangements to all
parts of Northern Ireland.”
A copy of the Report is downloadable from
www.nio.gov.uk – follow Publications link.

discussing the crime. 62% of young
people and 80% of victims were involved
‘a lot’ at this point.
• The majority of young people, (91%), and
victims, (81%), preferred the conference
over court.

Key findings of the report
• 362 referrals were received by the Youth
Conference Service within the period of
the research. 31% emanated from the
Public Prosecution Service (PPS) and
69% from court.
• The majority of young people referred to
a conference were male (86%) and aged
14-16 (77%). A significant proportion of
young people referred to a conference
were in the care system (29%), the
majority of whom were referred by the
court (88%).
• A range of offences were referred. The
majority (53%) related to intermediate
offences against the person or property.
Serious offences accounted for 23%,
minor matters for 21% and very serious
offences for 3% of referrals.
• The majority (75%) of referrals received
by the YCS successfully resulted in a
conference. On average, diversionary
and court-ordered conferences were
completed within the required timescales.
• In the majority of conferences,
participants were involved when

• 81% of young people and 48% of victims
felt better following the conference. Of the
52% of remaining victims, the majority felt
no different.
• 92% of young people and 78% of victims
believed the conference had helped the
young person realise the harm caused by
the offence.
• The vast majority of young people,
(86%) and victims, (88%), would
recommend a conference to a person
in a similar situation.
• Victim participation was high with a victim
or victim representative present in over
two-thirds (69%) of conferences.
• The majority of victims (92%) were
satisfied with the conference and
considered the process as either fair or
very fair.
• Of the family members who provided
their views on the conference
process, the majority welcomed the
opportunity to attend and believed the
conference to have a positive impact
on the young person.
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Report on the Operation of Part VII
of the Terrorism Act 2000
‘Report on the Operation in 2005 of
Part VII of the Terrorism Act 2000’ by
Lord Carlile, the Independent Reviewer of
the Terrorism Act 2000 has recently been
published.
Lord Carlile finds that the special
provisions of Part VII that are still in force
continue to be necessary, and welcomes
the repeal of some sections in 2006. He
concludes that some special powers
remain necessary but finds, “there are real
grounds for optimism that in due time the
structure of the special powers may be
dismantled.”
The temporary provisions contained in
Part VII of the Terrorism Act 2000 which
were previously subject to annual renewal
are due to be repealed in full as part of
the process of security normalisation.
The Terrorism (Northern Ireland) Act
2006 which came into operation on

18 February 2006 acts as primary
legislation to extend the remainder of the
provisions of Part VII still in effect to the
31st July 2007. It is envisaged that the

says he finds “the duration of the powers
proposed is justified on the merits and
proportional.”

“there are real grounds for optimism
that in due time the structure of the
special powers may be dismantled.”
provisions will be repealed then as part
of the security normalisation programme,
although the Act contains a once-only
provision for extension for a further year
after 2007 in the event that the enabling
environment is not sustained.
Lord Carlile finds that the purpose
of the Act seems consistent with the
Government’s commitment to repeal the
Part VII provisions entirely in the light of
the security normalisation measures. He

Lord Carlile was appointed Independent
Reviewer of the Terrorism Act in
September 2001. He reports separately
on the UK wide and NI exclusive
provisions. He is also reviewer of the
Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 and is
also currently undertaking a review of the
definition of terrorism.
A copy of the Report is downloadable
from www.nio.gov.uk – follow
Publications link.

ADVERTISEMENTS

STEPHEN DONAGHY
I.Eng. M.Inst.AEA. F.IMI. M.SOE.

AUTOMOTIVE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
Tel & Fax: 028 9022 3357
Mobile: 0780 895 2608
Email: stephen.donaghy@glassmail.net
Web: www.sdonaghy.co.uk
Ideally qualified and suitably experienced to undertake
Appropriate Accident Investigation and Reconstruction
of cases where, private cars, light & heavy commercial
vehicles, farm machinery, industrial site machines &
their associated equipments are the subject.
Experienced in Forensic Examination, the collection &
recording of evidence, compiling material facts leading
to detailed reporting for the purposes of Litigation.
6 Knockvale Grove, Knock, Belfast BT5 6HL

THE ESSENTIALS OF
USING AND DRAFTING TRUSTS
2 Half-day Seminars in association with
Higgins Insurance & Investments
on 3rd and 25th May
at the Ulster Reform Club 10.00 – 13.00
Due to high demand, we have pleasure in presenting
two courses designed to educate and refresh
all the knowledge needed for Trust practitioners,
from two of the country’s top speakers.

1. Trusts and Beyond –
John Woolley LL.B FCII FTII

2. Drafting Trusts –
Sheena Grattan LL.B

This seminar will cover all technical detail
needed in dealing with Trusts and when
to use them.
• Why use a Trust?
• The benefits of Trusts in tax planning
• Types of Trust and their taxation
• Suitable Trustee Investments
• Special Life Assurance Trusts
John regularly contributes articles on tax
planning to various journals as well as making
guest attendances as a speaker at various
financial services and tax conferences.

Sheena will add the legal aspects of Trust
use and the drafting of Trusts.
• Basics of Drafting Trusts
• Potential Problems and Pitfalls
• Recitals
• Precedents and clauses
Sheena is a practising barrister, Lecturer and
the author of Succession Law in Northern
Ireland, the Trustee Act (NI) 1958, and, with
James Kessler QC, Drafting Trusts and Will
Trusts in Northern Ireland.

These seminars provide 3 hours CPD each and are available for the combined price of £175,
or £95 individually. To reserve a place, please contact Martin Catherwood on 028 9083 1115
or email martincatherwood@cjhiggins.co.uk Places are allocated on a first come first serve
basis, and demand is expected to be high.
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The Institute of Professional Legal Studies
Police and Criminal Evidence Conference
Monday, 15th May 2006
The Institute of Professional Legal Studies is hosting a conference dedicated to the Police and Criminal
Evidence legislation and its implications for advising the suspect in custody. This PACE conference is the ideal
forum to familiarise yourself with the latest developments. The interrogation of suspects is considered to be one
of the most crucial stages in the investigative process; therefore it is essential that it is carried out in an efficient
and ethical fashion.
The confirmed speakers include local practitioners, Tony Caher, Solicitor, Brian Archer, Solicitor and Mark
Mulholland, Barrister, with the keynote speaker being Anthony Edwards, Solicitor and Senior Partner of T.V.
Edwards, London. His books include Advising the Suspect in the Police Station and (with Roger Ede) Criminal
Defence: A Guide to Good Practice.

Time:
Venue:
Cost:

9.30a.m. – 5.00p.m.
Institute of Professional Legal Studies, 10 Lennoxvale, Belfast.
£130

9.30

Registration & Coffee

17.00

Changes in police station advice caused by the Criminal Justice Act 2003

Anthony Edwards

The experience of the local Solicitor

Tony Caher

Advising the suspect - the approach to disclosure and choice of action

Anthony Edwards

PACE & the client with learning difficulties/mental disorders and children

Brian Archer

PACE Interviews

Anthony Edwards

The exclusion of admissions under PACE.
The development of case law in Northern Ireland.
The implications of the Criminal Justice (Northern Ireland) Order 2004.

Mark Mulholland BL

Close

Items in italics will attract 3 Client Care CPD Hours
The full day Conference will attract 6 CPD Hours

Booking form and cheques, made payable to QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY BELFAST, should be sent to Mrs Joan
Playfair, Institute of Professional Legal Studies, 10 Lennoxvale, Belfast, BT9 5BY.
Closing Date for applications: Friday, 5th May 2006
(Details of this conference can also be found on the IPLS website – www.qub.ac.uk/ipls)
Please note that it is not possible to provide refunds after the closing date.

Police and Criminal Evidence Conference
Monday, 15th May 2006
Name:
Firm:
Address:
Tel. No:
I enclose remittance of £
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LSNI INFORMATION SERVICE IS HOSTING

A LEGAL ONLINE TRAINING DAY
WHERE? LAW SOCIETY HOUSE
WHEN? 7TH APRIL 2006
COST?
£30 EACH SESSION, OR £50 FOR 2 OR MORE SESSIONS ATTENDED
PICK A SESSION OR STAY ALL DAY – IT’S YOUR CHOICE!
A unique insight into the range of electronic products available to the Northern Ireland lawyer
Practical, hands on training and information sessions running through the day lasting 1 hour each
Each person attending a session will have an individual PC and Internet access

TRAINER

PRODUCT

Deborah McBride

Bulletin of Northern Ireland Law Online

(Editor, Bulletin of Northern Ireland Law)

Barry Valentine

All The Law CD

(Author, All The Law CD)

Heather Semple

Libero & non-commercial databases

(Head of Library and Information Services,
Law Society Northern Ireland)

Eileen Pitcher-Lane

Lexis-Nexis Butterworths Online Library

1 HOUR CLIENT CARE / PRACTICE MANAGEMENT CPD AWARDED FOR EACH SESSION ATTENDED
For details of session content etc contact Heather Semple heather.semple@lawsoc-ni.org
To book a session contact Eleanor McCabe eleanor.mccabe@lawsoc-ni.org or use the booking form attached

BOOKING FORM
Please take a copy for each delegate/event
Please indicate if you wish to attend a morning or afternoon session.
9.00am - 1.00pm
1.00pm - 5.00pm
Please also indicate which session/s you wish to attend
Lexis-Nexis Butterworths Online Library
Bulletin of Northern Ireland Law
Libero & non-commercial databases
All The Law CD
Refreshments included
Name:
Firm:
Address:
Postcode:
Telephone Number:
E-mail:
Cheque enclosed: £

(made payable to “Law Society of Northern Ireland”)
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DUE TO A PRINTING ERROR
IN THE FEBRUARY EDITION
OF THE WRIT

Housing Executive – Land and Property
Solicitors Panels 2006 – 2009
INTRODUCTION
The Executive’s three Land and Property Solicitors Panels meet all the requirements of its Land and Property sections in respect of
the services of external solicitors. (Each Panel meets the requirements of a particular Housing Executive Land and Property outlet).
The Panels (and their membership) are as follows:
• North Panel (two members, deals with the requirements of the Derry/Londonderry outlet)
• South Panel (two members, deals with the requirements of the Craigavon outlet)
• Belfast Panel (three members, deals with the requirements of the Belfast outlet)
In addition, the members of each Panel may be required to carry out work for certain registered housing associations. (Any
such work will have to be carried out on the same terms and conditions, including terms as to fee-discount, as are applicable to
Executive work).

DURATION OF PANELS
Membership of Panels will be for a period of three years.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
A firm will be eligible for appointment to a Panel if it satisfies all of the following eligibility criteria:
A. The firm’s principal or one of the principals must have been in practice as a principal on his/her own account for at least three
years.
B. At least two solicitors must be working in the firm (including any employed solicitor).
C. The firm must be willing to designate a solicitor in the firm who will be primarily responsible for actually carrying out Panel work.
D. The designated solicitor must have carried out conveyancing as a predominant (more than 50%) part of his/her workload for at
least one year (or for periods in aggregate amounting to one year).
E. Another solicitor in the firm must have carried out conveyancing as a substantial (more than 25%) part of his/her workload for at
least one year (or for periods in aggregate amounting to one year).

SELECTION PROCEDURE
Any firm willing to be considered for appointment may obtain a questionnaire and details of the selection criteria, by writing to the
Land and Property Panels Co-ordinator, Land & Property Central Unit, Housing and Regeneration Division, 3rd Floor, The Housing
Centre, 2 Adelaide Street, Belfast, BT2 8PB.
A firm will not be free to make multiple Panel applications but instead it will have to choose one particular Panel in which it is
interested.
Completed Questionnaires must be returned to arrive with the Co-ordinator at the above address not later than 4.00p.m. on
Wednesday 26 April 2006. No acknowledgements will be sent.
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Identifying grievances (and elephants!)
INTRODUCTION
As many are aware, the mandatory
grievance procedures [brought into force
by virtue of the Employment Order (NI)
2003] are triggered by the employee
setting out the grievance in writing and
sending it to the employer (Step 1 of the
standard grievance procedure).
A grievance is any complaint by an
employee about action which his
employer has taken or is contemplating
taking in relation to him. Effectively it
amounts to any matter that could infringe
one of the employee’s legal rights. The
law then lists the type of actions that
are covered (Schedule 3). Under the
standard procedure, once the employee
has complied with Step 1, they are
then eligible (subject to time limits) to
commence a Tribunal claim.
Recent rumblings at the Employment
Appeals Tribunal in Great Britain have
cast a wide net around what amounts to
a grievance. The importance of this is
that once Step 1 has been satisfied and
the employee has provided the basis for
the grievance (which must be in writing
and form part of the Step 1 statement
under the modified procedure) then the
obligation passes to the employer who
must invite the employee to a meeting
to discuss the grievance. If the employer
fails to do so, they are in breach of the
mandatory grievance procedure and any
compensation awarded by a Tribunal
will be increased by 10% and could be
increased by up to 50%. The following
are a dozen observations deduced from
the recent cases.

FORMAT OF THE GRIEVANCE?
1. Is the statement of the grievance
a matter of substance? Does the
written document have the necessary
ingredients (which are minimalist and
informal) to constitute a grievance?

It is irrelevant that the employee has
no intention of writing a grievance
at the time - it is whether what he
has written amounts to one that
is important. Examples include:
resignation letters, solicitor’s letters
threatening legal action and flexible
working requests.
2. Motive is irrelevant. The employee
need not demonstrate that they
are willing to attend any grievance
meeting or take any part of a
grievance procedure. It may be
that their written communication
unintentionally amounts to a
grievance, thereby triggering the
statutory procedure.
3. Any “in-house” procedures are not the
point. It is irrelevant if the employee
has not sent the statement to the
person named in their company/
business grievance procedure. The
mandatory grievance procedure does
not provide that it needs to be sent
to any particular person but simply to
the employer.
PRACTICAL ACTION FOR POINTS
1 TO 3
Care should be taken not to overlook
potential grievances. Managers,
particularly lower level Managers, should
be trained in identifying grievances.
Areas of concern are e-mails which by
their transitory and informal nature may
not readily be apparent as a grievance to
the reader.

IS IT A GRIEVANCE?
4. “Action taken” includes a complaint
about how an earlier grievance
was handled. The Government
excluded the handling of disciplinary
matters but did not do so in
relation to grievances. Therefore
a complaint about how the original
grievance was handled is a separate

grievance and triggers the grievance
procedures again.

GRIEVANCE DEFINITION
“Grievance means a complaint
by an employee about action
which his employer has taken or
is contemplating taking in relation
to him." - Employment (Northern
Ireland) Order 2003 (Dispute
Resolution) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 2004 (Reg. 2).

5. “Action taken by employers”
would appear to include actions of
third parties where the employee
worked on the basis that it relates
to the working environment. This is
important for employees who attend
other business premises and are
harassed by the other business’s
employees.
6. “Action” is widely interpreted to
include generalised complaints if for
example they could form the basis
of a breach of contract/constructive
unfair dismissal claim. Puppies
fouling, amongst a litany of other
generalised complaints, was sufficient
to amount to a grievance.
PRACTICAL ACTION FOR POINTS
4 TO 6
Do not rule out complaints which appear
to be a litany of generalised complaints
and seek advice before deciding that a
complaint is not a proper grievance.

CONFUSIONS & CONUNDRUMS
7. The mandatory procedures only
apply to “employees” – this leaves
businesses in a conundrum vis-àvis workers who may/may not be
an employee. There is no clear
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answer but the consensus is that
if the worker is more likely to be
deemed an employee by the law, then
the business should deal with the
grievance. Conversely if the business
believes it has a strong argument
that he is not an employee, then they
should not afford him access to the
grievance procedure.
8. Step 1 requires the grievance to
be sent to the employer. From the
employees’ perspective if they are
not sure who the employer is then
they should send it to all individuals
who could be their employer.
Again this would apply to agency
workers. In one case, however, it
was not considered important to
examine who the employer was in
order to determine if Step 1 had
been satisfied. (Thorpe & Soleil
Investments Ltd v Poat & Lake EAT
0503/05).
9. “Relevant disciplinary action” comes
under the dismissal and disciplinary
procedure. Warnings are not
relevant disciplinary action and
therefore come under the grievance
procedure. Employers who receive
a complaint about warnings must
deal with it under the grievance
procedure. If the employer invites
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the employee to an appeal hearing
without specifying that part of the
purpose of that appeal will be to
consider their grievance, then they
will fail to satisfy this obligation.
Prudent employers will clearly state
in any letter inviting the employee
that the meeting will have a dual
purpose, i.e. to consider their
grievance and also to consider an
appeal from the disciplinary action.
The meeting itself should be clearly
demarcated between consideration
of the disciplinary appeal and the
grievance meeting.
PRACTICAL ACTION FOR POINTS
7 TO 9
Don’t ignore grievances simply
because the business does not deem
the individuals to be employees. If
complaints are received about warnings
then consider if it is appropriate to deal
with it at any appeal meeting and, if so,
advise the employee that that meeting
will have a dual purpose. Otherwise,
invite the employee to a grievance
meeting and an appeal meeting.

PROCEDURAL POINTS
10. Discrimination Questionnaires are

not grievances. Hurray!! However,
employers should consider if any
written communication which
accompanies the Questionnaire
(such as a covering letter) could
amount to a grievance.
11. The question of whether Step 1
has been satisfied is a jurisdictional
question not a procedural one. This
means that the point can be raised
at any time in the proceedings as
it relates to the Tribunal’s power to
hear the claim. Tactically, employers
may choose to delay raising the
point until after the time has expired
for the employee to send a grievance
that could rectify the defect. Doing
this may result in a costs order
against the employer particularly if
the Tribunal believes that they were
aware of the point from the outset.
12. As the Tribunal claim must relate to
the grievance, the question then is
how similar does the claim need to
be to the original grievance. It would
appear sufficient provided “that the
general nature of the grievance in
writing is substantially the same
as the subject matter of a claim.
A difference by way of precise
ingredients / particulars does not
affect statutory compliance.

PRACTICAL ACTION
1.

Care should be taken not to overlook a grievance. Managers, particularly lower level Managers, should be trained in identifying
grievances. Areas of concern are e-mails which by their transitory and informal nature may not readily be apparent as a
grievance to the reader.

2.

Don’t rule out complaints which appear to be a litany of generalised complaints and seek advice before not deeming a matter
to be a proper grievance.

3.

Don’t ignore grievances simply because the business does not deem the individuals to be employees. If a complaint is received
about a verbal warning then consider if it is appropriate to deal with it at an appeal hearing and, if so, advise the employee that
that meeting will have a dual purpose. Otherwise, invite the employee to a grievance meeting and appeal meeting.

4.

Consider tactics of raising non-compliance with Step 1. Carefully review any differences between the grievance and the
Claim Form.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CLAIM FORMS AND
GRIEVANCES
“ …that the general nature
of the grievance in writing
is substantially the same
as the subject matter of a
claim. A difference by way
of precise ingredients /
particulars does not affect
statutory compliance. A
material or substantial
difference will be rather like
an elephant… in that it will
be apparent to the Tribunal.”

A material or substantial difference will
be rather like an elephant… in that it will
be apparent to the Tribunal.” (Shergold).
PRACTICAL ACTION FOR POINTS
10 TO 12
Consider tactics of raising
non-compliance with Step 1. Carefully
review any differences between the
grievance and the Claim Form.
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CONCLUSION
These cases reflect the current judicial
dislike for the new rules on grounds that
they believe them to be an unfair bar to
individuals’ access to justice. Judicial

Michelle McGinley is an Employment
Solicitor with EEF Northern Ireland,
an organisation which provides
employment advice and tribunal
representation to member companies.

POWER TO FOCUS
ON PROFITABILITY AND GROWTH!

Opsis create a range of software,
which helps your practice save
time and money, and enables you
to FOCUS on growing your Business
SOLICITOR CASE MANAGER

51/52 Fitzwillian Square,
Dublin 2, Ireland
DX 109010 Fitzwilliam.
Tel: (3531) 6445800
Fax: (3531) 6619912
E-Mail: law@lavellecoleman.ie

A dynamic and user-friendly case
management system. Fully integrated with
MS Word and Outlook to ensure effective
document production & diary/task
management.

MILLENNIUM ACCOUNTS
An easy to use legal accounting and time
recording solution, used by over 600 legal
firms, of all sizes, in the UK and Ireland.
For more information, or to arrange a no-obligation
demonstration, please contact us on 028 9065 3006

Willing to undertake agency work on
behalf of
Solicitors in Northern Ireland
Contact
Marc Fitzgibbon (Partner)

LSNI
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interpretation is countering this perceived
fetter on the employees rights through a
liberal approach to the law. The problem
with this is that the preclusion of an
employee’s right to claim was the selling
point to entice employers towards these
mandatory procedures. Employers are
now in the position that their obligations
are higher and more onerous than those
imposed on employees which in some
ways have been watered down.

ADVERTISEMENTS

REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND AGENTS

OF THE

W:opsisltd.com
T:028 9065 3006 F:028 9065 3005
E:sales@opsisltd.com
Studio A, 89 Holywood Road, Belfast BT4 3BD
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Labour Relations Agency update
New Seminar Programme
1 April – 30 June 2006
The Labour Relations Agency has
released a new seminar programme
for the period 1 April to 30 June 2006.
There are five listed seminars on
specified dates. These are as follows:• Handling redundancy
• Managing absence from work

Employment Relations (2004
Order) (Commencement No.4
and Transitional Provisions)
Order (NI) 2005
This is the final Implementation
Order for the Employment Relations
(NI) Order 2004 and essentially it
brought into effect as of 8th January
2006 the remaining matters not
implemented by the previous three
commencement orders.

• Trade Unions – key legal issues
• Bullying in the workplace
• Handling discipline and grievance
Further details including dates and
location can be found under the
Seminars & Workshops button on the
Agency’s website – www.lra.org.uk

This Order brought into effect matters
pertaining to: employers’ duties
relevant to trade union recognition
ballots in relation to notifications by
the Industrial Court relating to ballots
and access to workers; employers
having to refrain from making offers to
employees to not attend meetings with
the union regarding recognition. The
employer must not take or threaten to
take action against a worker because
he/she has or intends to take part in a
meeting regarding recognition.

Rights of Workers – Translated
Documents
Some of the rights of workers in Northern
Ireland have been translated by the
Agency into Portuguese, Polish, Latvian
and Lithuanian. Rights covered include:• The National Minimum Wage
• Hours of work, daily and weekly rest,
breaks and paid annual leave
• Health & Safety
• Right to join a Union in Northern Ireland
• Discrimination
• Statutory Sick Pay
• Further advice and information on rights
of workers and employees in NI
To obtain copies, click on Publications on
the Agency website and scroll down to
Information on Rights of Workers in NI.

ADVERTISEMENT

The Order also outlaws unfair
practices in relation to the recognition
(and mirroring provisions for derecognition) ballot such as incentives
for voting a particular way; coercion
or threats regarding discipline or
dismissal and complaints to the
Industrial Court.

Republic
of Ireland
Agents

The Order also specifies the
information to be contained on
the ballot notice to an employer in
advance of industrial action in terms
of lists of categories of employees,
their workplaces, figures relating to
numbers in each category and at each
workplace by reference to check off
arrangements.

We are willing to act as agents in
most legal matters.

More details about the legislation
can be obtained by clicking on the
following link:
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/sr/
sr2005/20050571.htm

Our offices are close to Courts,
Government Buildings and
Commercial Centre.
Fee splitting by arrangement.

Hughes & Liddy
Solicitors
2 Upper Fitzwilliam Street
Dublin 2
Tel: (00 3531) 6766763
or (00 3531) 6789701
Fax: (00 3531) 6766702
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Disability
Discrimination
(NI) Order 2006
The provisions of the Disability
Discrimination (NI) Order 2006 which has
recently been passed into legislation are
expected to be phased into operation
over the next 12 months. It’s hoped that
the legislation will improve the civil rights
of Northern Ireland’s 300,000 people
with disabilities.
The Order will increase the scope
of the existing legislation to include
more people with disabilities. People
diagnosed with cancer, HIV and multiple
sclerosis (MS) but not yet showing signs
of their illness, will be protected by the
new legislation for the first time.
The new laws will also provide extra
protection for disabled people in other
areas such as private clubs, when
renting premises and in discriminatory
job advertisements. Transport will
become more accessible to disabled
people as the legislation will require all
trains to be fully accessible by 2020
(buses and coaches are already required
to be fully accessible by 2022).
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The Order also extends current
legislation bringing the functions of
public authorities within the scope of the
1995 Act, imposing a duty to promote
positive attitudes towards disabled
people and encourage their participation
in public life. The extension of the Act in
this way will impose further duties on the
public sector not to discriminate against
disabled people across the whole range
of its public activities.
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Legal
Brightwater is a leader in the Northern Ireland recruitment
market. Our success has been based upon our level of
expertise and professional service. Our specialist Legal
Division recruits professionals into practice and in house roles
from support staff to partner level. We guarantee a full
confidential service to our candidates, identifying suitable
career opportunities with genuine prospects.

Employment Solicitor

£Neg.

Belfast * Min 2 year’s PQE

Ref: 9744

General Practice Solicitor

£Neg.

Newry * Min 3 year’s GP experience

Ref: 9657

Property Solicitor

£30,000

Greater Belfast * Min 4 year’s PQE

Ref: 20323

Commercial Litigation Solicitor

£28,000

Belfast * Min 4 year’s PQE

Ref: 9493

Matrimonial Solicitor

£26,000

Belfast * Would suit 2 year’s PQE
The legislation also introduces provision
that will enable the lifting of the transport
exemption from Part III of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995 (access to
goods, facilities and services) for landbased public transport, vehicle hire,
breakdown services and leisure and
tourism transport services.

LSNI

Ref: 19525

Residential Conveyancing Solicitor

£25,000

Belfast * Min 2 year’s PQE

Ref: 9678

Conveyancing Secretary

£16,500

Belfast * Min 2 year’s experience

Ref: 24164

Legal Secretary

£16,000

Belfast * Min 2 year’s experience

Ref: 8838

For further information on these roles and other
opportunities, please contact Sorcha O’Neill for a
confidential discussion on 028 90 325 325 or email
s.oneill@brightwaterni.com

51/53 Adelaide Street, Belfast, BT2 8FE
Tel: 028 90 325 325 Fax: 028 90 890 700

Email: belfast@brightwaterNI.com
Web: www.brightwaterNI.com
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President's
Golf Classic

In association with

Dear Colleague
Macmillan Cancer Relief have been working in N.I. since the 1920’s supporting people with cancer and their families, by funding
Macmillan nurses and doctors, providing palliative care, patient grants and information. Around one in three people in Northern
Ireland will get cancer at some stage in their lives. When they do, Macmillan Cancer Relief is ready to help. All services are free and
depend entirely on voluntary donations.
I have nominated Macmillan Cancer Relief as the Law Society Charity for 2006.
Thanks to the support of the Captain, Council and members of Warrenpoint Golf Club, I am able to organise a Golf Classic at
Warrenpoint on FRIDAY 12TH MAY 2006. Please support the tremendous work of Macmillan by completing the attached form.
Yours sincerely,
Rory McShane
President, Law Society NI.

Entry / Reply Form
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Sponsor of a Tee (£50.00)

Sponsor of a Hole (£50.00)

Sponsor of a Hole on the Course Card (£50.00)

4 Ball Team Event (£140.00)

Discretionary Donation Amount:

NAME

CLUB

HANDICAP

1.
2.
3.
4.

Preferred tee time:

Morning

Afternoon

(7.30am - 9.30am)

(2.00pm – 5.00pm)

(10.30am- 12.30pm)
As far as possible we will try to facilitate. Any queries please contact Joan at 028 3026 6611
Cheques should be made payable to: Law Society NI
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Litigation support and forensic services
In this brief article, Kevin Byrne FCA,
Director of Litigation Support & Forensic
Services, Moore Stephens, Chartered
Accountants, Belfast summarises the
role and skills required of the Forensic
Accountant, the Expert Accounting
witness and their respective place within
the litigation team.

Litigation support versus
forensic accounting
Accountants have in the last decade or
more become increasingly involved in
investigative roles on behalf of clients,
be they companies, banks or insurance
agencies.
These investigative roles may very well
have been as a result of suspicion
by the client as to fraud or other
suspected wrong-doing, or simply as
an independent view on a particular
financial situation or problem. Where
this investigative work develops into
the sphere of litigation, the role of the
accountant takes on a slightly different
complexion, in that the primary function
is to act on behalf of the client and to
support the client in an independent
manner in either the prosecution or
defence of a claim.
Litigation support and forensic
accounting work principally includes
inter alia work relating to contractual
damages, warranty claims, shareholder
and valuation disputes, construction
claims, personal injury and fatal accident
claims, financial provision in divorce,
professional negligence, loss of earnings
claims, fraud investigations, insurance
claims relating to business interruption
losses and DTI enquiries.
Forensic accounting and litigation
support in simple terms is the application
of business, financial skills and
accounting knowledge to the solution
of legal problems that involve a financial
valuation and assessment.

It is to be noted that this evidence is
complementary to the lawyer’s skills to
litigate an action. Within the litigation
support arena, the forensic accountant
acts as an integral member of the legal
team in either the defence or prosecution
of legal proceedings. The decision to
engage an expert witness and the need
for one is in the first instance the decision
of the instructing solicitor and/or counsel.
The expert in no way attempts to compete
with the lawyers and certainly does not
give legal advice. The primary purpose
is to provide support to the lawyers and
not to encroach on their own work, but
in essence to impartially present the facts
and relevant opinions on a case in order to
assist the judge in deciding the matter.

Accountants have
in the last decade
or more become
increasingly
involved in
investigative roles
on behalf of clients
Expert accounting witness
- fact or opinion?
In relation to the actual work of the expert
and his report, the expert must at all times
distinguish between facts and opinion.
Matters of fact can be investigated and
determined by the forensic accountant
and the facts on which he is relying set
out in full. It is for the court to decide
the correct facts. Experts are entitled
to express their opinions. However,
in relation to matters of opinion, the
expert forensic accountant must use his
professional judgement in reporting on
such matters.
Reports based on facts are normally

capable of being supported by
documentary evidence and these are
rarely problems for the expert forensic
accountant in court cases. In contrast,
opinion reports are by their very nature
subjective and rely on the professional
judgement of the forensic accountant.
It is clear that the “other side” will most
probably have its own expert forensics
witness whose role may very well be to
undermine the basis and conclusions of
your expert’s opinion.

Key skills required of a
forensic accountant
The forensic accountant needs to have
investigative skills, a passion for detail
and a commitment to the facts, in
addition to having objectivity, integrity
and independence to each case in which
he is engaged. Clearly he needs to have
developed skills of investigation, analysis,
report writing, testimony and most
importantly commonsense. A further key
attribute of a good forensic accountant is
the ability to think laterally and be openminded, in order to be able to assimilate
all the relevant information.
Therefore the key to successfully
providing litigation support services is
dependent on:
• A thorough understanding of legal
procedures and processes
• Actual experience of the matters
in dispute
• Previous experience in the witness box
• A sense of urgency, a high degree
of flexibility and responsiveness to
unscheduled changes in the conduct
of a case
• The ability to communicate, orally
or in writing, specialist concepts to
a lay audience and in a manner free
from jargon
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• A positive attitude to the case, a
strong degree of commitment to
client service and a belief in the
points being asserted; and

• The ability to remain independent,
objective and authoritative
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High Court Litigation –
Practice & Procedure
When:

12 May 2006, 1.30pm - 4.30pm

Where:

Hilton Hotel, Belfast

Cost:

£90

CPD Allocation:

3 hours

Timing of engagement – never
too early!
The earlier in the process that the
expert accounting witness is involved,
the more value that can be obtained
from the expert. There are many cases
where following a preliminary financial
assessment, the combined legal and
financial conclusion may very well be
that the client should attempt to settle
the matter prior to court, depending
on the inherent risks in any litigation at
court hearing, no matter how strong a
plaintiff or defendant considers its case
to be.
The stage at which the decision is
taken to engage such an expert in the
legal proceedings will differ from case
to case. In my experience, the earlier,
the better. I have seen cases where
if the expert had been involved at an
earlier stage then the proceedings may
have taken a different course at an
earlier point than they eventually did
and in some cases saved clients a lot
of time, stress and at the end of the
day, costs.
In the event that settlement is not an
option to be followed, the evidence of
the expert accounting witness will be
essential to the successful presentation
of a case on the day.

This afternoon seminar which Mr Justice Higgins, the Senior QBD Judge,
has kindly agreed to chair, will consider key issues in High Court litigation.
In part one, two experienced High Court civil litigation solicitors (Cormac
Fitzpatrick and Oonagh McClure) will undertake a review of the relevant
Rules of the Supreme Court, consider listing criteria and preparation for
trial. They will also discuss pitfalls for practitioners in the litigation process.
A presentation by Dorcas Crawford will then proceed to consider
issues for solicitors around the finding, instructing and funding of expert
witnesses and the sharing of reports. Two expert witnesses (one medical,
one accountancy) will also provide their perspective.
Frank O’Donoghue QC will bring the seminar to a close with a presentation
on recent developments in personal injury civil litigation.

High Court Litigation – Practice & Procedure
12 May 2006 – Hilton Hotel, Belfast
Title:
Name:
Firm Address:

Postcode:
Kevin Byrne FCA, is Director,
Litigation Support & Forensic
Services, Moore Stephens,
Chartered Accountants,
Belfast and formerly of
PricewaterhouseCoopers Dublin.

Telephone Number:
E-mail:
Cheque enclosed: £
(made payable to “Law Society of Northern Ireland”)
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Belfast
Solicitors'
Association
BSA Handbook
Further to the recent publication of the
BSA Yearbook, members are advised
that further copies may be purchased
from the BSA Administrator, Suite 7,
Merrion Business Centre, 58 Howard
Street, Belfast BT1 6PJ, at a cost of
£10.00 per copy.
The Yearbook, amongst other useful
matters, contains a handy guide to High
Court, County Court, Conveyancing
and Non-contentious Probate matter
costs. It also contains the CPD lecture
programme for 2006.
A must for every practitioner’s desk
or briefcase!

BSA On-line
The BSA website can be found at:

www.belfast-solicitorsassociation.org

By the time she’s 60
heart disease might be a
thing of the past.
Every year in Northern Ireland, almost 10,000 people die of a chest, heart
or stroke related illness. Over the past 60 years, we have worked tirelessly
to alleviate the suffering of clients, funded research in our local hospitals
and universities and helped to provide vital facilities and support. To continue
our work, we rely heavily on legacies and voluntary donations. All money
raised is spent helping people right here in Northern Ireland.
With your help, more and more people can look forward to a healthy future.

Because your legacy
is their future.
www.nichsa.com
For a leaflet on leaving a legacy to
NI Chest Heart & Stroke Association
please phone: 028 9032 0184
Alternatively, ask your solicitor for a leaflet.
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Reports from Children Order
Advisory Committee
The following Reports have recently
been published by the Children Order
Advisory Committee (COAC). They
are all downloadable from www.
courtsni.gov.uk by following the links
to “Publications” and “Family Law and
Childcare Literature”.

Sixth Annual Report
This Annual Report focuses on the work
of COAC to monitor the operation of the
Children Order in the courts and presents
an overall view together with statistical
information and commentary during the
period April 2004 until March 2005.
Report on the separate
representation of children in private
law proceedings
In 2002 COAC established a subcommittee to review the provision of
separate representation of children
in private law proceedings. The subcommittee has recently completed its
work and issued a Report on behalf of
the Committee which addresses the
following issues:
• What we mean by representation
• Models for delivery of such
representation
• Is representation a matter of right
or the exercise of discretion?
• The lessons to be learned from
other jurisdictions
The Report culminates in a plea for the
development of a Northern Irish model
for separate representation of children in
private law proceedings – a local solution
designed to meet specific local need.
Views on its content are welcomed on
or before 24th April 2006 – there is an
accompanying questionnaire which can
be submitted to the Committee via the
website. It should be noted that before
any changes could be considered by the

relevant government departments, a full
cost analysis of any alterations to existing
arrangements would be required.
Report of the Court Welfare Officers
sub-committee
In June 2003 COAC established a subcommittee on Court Welfare Officers
(CWOs) as a result of information provided
by Family Court Business Committees
about the varying approaches which
different HSS Trusts employed to provide
Article 4 reports to the courts.
The Committee recognised the excellent
work that had been done to date by
CWOs and acknowledged that the
involvement of a CWO in a case could
reduce delay and obviate the need for
an Article 4 report by being available to
deal with matters during a court sitting.
It therefore decided to establish a subcommittee to consider how HSS Trusts
were responding to requests from the
courts for Article 4 reports and to make
recommendations on the way forward.
The sub-committee has now completed
its work and issued this Report on behalf
of the Committee, to ascertain opinions
of those in the various sectors involved in
the safeguarding of children. Views on its
content are welcomed on or before 24th
April 2006 – there is an accompanying
questionnaire which can be submitted to
the Committee via this website.
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INJURY CLAIMS IN
THE UNITED
STATES
Kleeman, Abloeser & DiGiovanni,
P.C. is a prominent U.S. law firm
specialising in representing
foreign travellers injured in the
U.S.
Travel law can involve a complex
interaction of U.S., U.K. and
international laws that require
the expertise of a law firm with
our knowledge and expertise.
Contact Michael Kleeman, Esq.
at (international toll free)

00-800-221-56970
or by email at
mkleeman@kleemanlawfirm.com
For more information about Kleeman,
Abloeser & DiGiovanni, P.C. visit our
website at www.kleemanlawfirm.com

Information
Law Training
in Belfast 2006
9-May

FOI & Commercial
Confidentiality

17-May

Data Protection:
An A-Z Guide

8-June

Surveillance Law & the
Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act (RIPA)

All courses £199 plus vat,
10am to 4pm and include workbooks,
lunch and refreshments.
Full Details and Booking:
Web: www.actnow.org.uk
Tel:
01924 451054
Email: info@actnow.org.uk
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Up to £45k

Our client is a market leader in the corporate legal services
sector in Ireland. They wish to recruit an experienced
Corporate Solicitor to join their team. The Corporate and
Commercial Group is the largest in the ﬁrm and is divided
into various sub-groups that work on a broad range of
corporate and commercial work. This highly successful ﬁrm
encompasses all aspects of corporate and business law with particular expertise in mergers and acquisitions and
corporate ﬁnance. Suit 2 years’ + PQE. Ref: 3853

Commercial Property Solicitor
Belfast

Our prestigious and experienced client is at the forefront
of most major commercial property transactions in Ireland.
They represent a wide range of clients and show expertise
in acquisition and disposal of commercial, industrial and
retail property, leasing and ﬁnancing, project ﬁnance, site
development and development funding, secured lending,
joint venture developments, planning law and regulation.
Suit 3 years’ + PQE. Ref: 3852

Belfast

29

Up to £30k

Our client has one of the largest Litigation Groups in Ireland
and undertakes work with a heavy international element, often
involving cross-border disputes and jurisdictional issues as
well as having a domestic base. The ﬁrm has a lucrative client
base that includes a wide range of domestic and multinational
industrial groupings in all sectors, banking and ﬁnancial
organisations, insurance companies, media corporations, state
and semi-state bodies, professional organisations and private
clients. Suit 1-5 years’ PQE. Ref: 3868

Co Armagh

Up to £25k

Our client has an excellent reputation in general practice. At
present they wish to recruit an ambitious Solicitor with expertise
in Litigation and Matrimonial. This is a superb opportunity to
join a busy, friendly practice where career advancement is
encouraged. Suit 1-3 years’ PQE. Ref: 3854

Locum
Belfast

Probate/Tax Specialist
Up to £35k

A prestigious ﬁrm wishes to recruit an experienced Probate
Solicitor to join their dynamic team. This is a highly
specialised role that requires a Solicitor with superb probate
experience. In return this ﬁrm offers an excellent salary with
career opportunities that simply do not exist elsewhere.
Suit 2 years’ + PQE. Ref: 3827

Senior Construction Lawyer
Belfast

LSNI

Litigation/Matrimonial Solicitor
Up to £40k

Co Armagh

OF THE

Defence Litigation Solicitor

Corporate Solicitor
Belfast

JOURNAL
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Our client is a commercial law ﬁrm serving clients throughout
the United Kingdom and Ireland operating out of Belfast.
This law ﬁrm has experience of dealing with large developers
and acts on behalf of major construction companies in
Northern Ireland. Due to an increased workload our client
wishes to recruit a Solicitor with Construction Law experience
both Contentious and Non Contentious. You will have
experience with High Court, Arbitration and Adjudication
procedures. Suit 5 years’+ PQE. Ref: 3816

Up to 6 months

Large Financial Institution wishes to recruit a temporary solicitor
with commercial awareness and knowledge of ﬁnance, DPA
and CCA issues. This is an excellent opportunity to join a large,
successful organisation. Suit 1 year’s + PQE. Ref: 3635

Conveyancing Solicitor
Belfast

Up to £35k

Well known, reputable ﬁrm offering a superb opportunity to join
their busy team. You will be based in one of the ﬁrm’s two sub
ofﬁces and will be responsible for all support staff. Experience in
Residential Conveyancing essential. Suit 2 years’ + PQE. Ref: 3875

Matrimonial Solicitor
Belfast

Up to £30k

Well known ﬁrm of solicitors is seeking an experienced
Matrimonial Solicitor to join their dynamic ﬁrm. Conveyancing
experience desirable but not essential. This is a superb
opportunity to join a client focused ﬁrm with a busy and
expanding case load. Suit 2 years’ + PQE. Ref: 3830

For more details please contact Orla Stewart at PRG LawSearch on 02890 314 644
or email orlastewart@prglawsearch.com

OFFICES IN BELFAST, GLASGOW AND EDINBURGH
Call us today on 02890 314 644, 0141 331 9380 or 0131 240 0790
www.prgrecruitment.com

Professional Recruitment Group Limited, trading as PRG, acts as both an Employment Business and an Employment Agency
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Attention all Family Law Practitioners!
Would you like to obtain your entire CPD Client Care
and Practice Management requirement at one time?
The Law Society of Northern Ireland, in association with the Institute of Professional Legal Studies and the Northern Ireland Court Service
are organising events during 2006 that will allow you to do just that!
The events will take place in three locations throughout the province, making use of video-conferencing facilities at Laganside courts in
Belfast and the regional courts in Dungannon and Londonderry. The seminars will provide all of the required 3 hours of Client Care and
Practice Management, as well as giving practitioners an opportunity to see at first hand the technology now available to them to assist in
presenting their clients’ cases in court.
Video conferencing is a tried and tested method of providing improved access to education and training to delegates in different parts of
the country. Depending on the success of this pilot event, we hope that this will be the start of a number of such seminars that will enable
practitioners to attend training without the inconvenience of travelling far from their office.
The first seminar being broadcast via video link is entitled “Client Care for Family Law Practitioners”. It will be held from 9.30 am - 12.45pm
linked between Belfast and Londonderry and from 1.30pm – 4.45 pm linked between Belfast and Dungannon on Monday 10 April 2006 at
the participating courts. The cost of the seminar will be £90 per delegate.
Topics to be covered during the seminar include LSNI Family Law Client Care Guidance, Children Order Advisory Committee Best
Practice Guidance, issues surrounding domestic violence (including video) and recent developments in Court technology (including videoconferencing and tele-conferencing)
Should you wish to register for the seminar, please complete the attached application form and return with a cheque to Joan Playfair at
IPLS, 10 Lennoxvale, Belfast, BT9 5BY. If you require further information on the event, please call Joan on 028 9097 5567.

Client Care for Family Law Practitioners
10 April 2006
Title:
Name:
Firm:
Firm Address:
Postcode:
Telephone Number:
E-mail:
Cheque enclosed:

(made payable to “Queen’s University Belfast”)

I would like to attend the seminar on 10 April at (please tick one option):
Morning

Afternoon

Belfast Laganside Courthouse

9.30 am – 12.45 pm

1.30 pm – 4.45 pm

Londonderry Courthouse

9.30 am – 12.45 pm

Not available

Dungannon Courthouse

Not available

1.30 pm – 4.45 pm

Please photocopy this form for additional participants
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Law Centre (NI)
TAGGING NON-RESIDENT PARENTS
In view of current government
plans to reform the Child Support
Agency and add to its enforcement
powers, Siobhán McCormack,
Child Support adviser at Law
Centre (NI), examines the Agency’s
compliance rates, existing powers of
enforcement and whether additional
powers are necessary.
The UK government recently
announced that non-resident parents
who fail to pay child maintenance
could be made subject to a
curfew order backed up by
electronic tagging.
The Works and Pensions Secretary,
John Hutton, said that the idea was
being examined as part of wider
reforms of the Child Support Agency
(CSA) to ensure that there was a
‘serious and credible threat for people
who do not pay up that they will
suffer adverse consequences’ (1).
The poor compliance rates currently
being achieved mean that the Child
Support Scheme has been branded
by critics as unsatisfactory and in
need of radical change.

Compliance rates
Current enforcement powers cost
more than they recover, according
to official figures published by
the Department for Works and
Pensions (2). The figures show that
the enforcement unit of the CSA in
Britain cost £12m a year to run but
only recovered £8 million from nonresident parents in 2005. The CSA
has repeatedly failed to reach its
performance targets for compliance
under the Child Support scheme.
The 2004/2005 Annual Report of the
CSA of Northern Ireland shows that
in only 54% of cases dealt with under

the new scheme introduced in March
2003 was payment actually made.
The government blames the
low levels of compliance on the
ineffectiveness of the CSA’s current
powers of enforcement. The powers
need to be strengthened so that
recalcitrant non-resident parents
abide by their obligation to pay
maintenance. Critics, on the other
hand, would say that the problem
lies with the lack of usage of current
enforcement powers rather than the
powers themselves.

• Deduction of Earnings Order (DEO);

The UK government
recently announced
that non-resident
parents who fail to
pay child maintenance
could be made
subject to a curfew
order backed up by
electronic tagging.

The DEO may be made to secure
payments of arrears, amounts which
will become due (i.e. future payments)
or both arrears and future payments.
The power to make a DEO is
discretionary and the CSA takes
factors into account such as
the likelihood and frequency of
payments and the welfare of any
children concerned.

• Liability Order and referral to the
Enforcement of Judgments Office;
• disqualification from driving; and
• imprisonment.

Deduction of Earnings Order (DEO)
A DEO requires the employer to make
deductions from the non-resident
parent’s net earnings at source and
send them to the CSA.

A non-resident parent may appeal a
DEO to a magistrates court if:

Enforcement powers
The Child Support (Northern
Ireland) Order 1991 imposes a
duty on the non-resident parent
to pay the stipulated payments.
Before resorting to enforcement,
the CSA will endeavour to enter
into an arrears agreement with the
defaulting non-resident parent. It is
only when the arrears agreement
is breached that the CSA will take
enforcement action.

• it is defective ie not made in
accordance with the regulations; or

Under the Child Support (Northern
Ireland) Order 1991 and The Child
Support, Pensions and Social
Security (NI) Act 2000, the CSA is
able to rely on the following methods
of enforcement:

The CSA’s ability to rely on DEOs for
defaulting non-resident parents is
limited to cases where the person is
employed and the employer is known
to the Agency. In other cases, the
CSA may apply to the magistrates

• there is a dispute about what
constitutes earnings.

A non-resident parent or an employer
who fails to comply with the terms
of a DEO may be guilty of an offence
and the matter is referred to the
magistrates court.
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court for a liability order.

Liability orders
To apply for a liability order, the CSA
must give seven days notice to the
non-resident parent of its intention
to apply, setting out the amount of
maintenance owing including any
interest payable.
The court must be satisfied that
payments are due but have not been
paid before making such an order.
In practice, the court may be reluctant
to issue an order if the non-resident
parent has a Child Support
appeal pending.

Referral to Enforcement of
Judgments Office
After a liability order is obtained
from a magistrates court, the case
is referred to the Enforcement of
Judgments Office.
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introduced an additional power to
disqualify a non-resident parent from
driving for up to two years.
If all other forms of enforcement have
failed, the CSA may apply to the
magistrates court for the non resident
parent to be disqualified from driving
or committed to prison.
In considering which penalty to
impose, the court considers:
• whether the driving licence
is needed for the person’s
employment;
• the person’s financial means; and
• whether there has been any wilful
refusal or culpable neglect.

The period of disqualification may be
reduced or revoked on application by
the non-resident parent or the CSA if
the arrears are paid.

The Enforcement of Judgments Office
may, among other things:
• make an order charging land for
registration in the Land Registry
or Register of Deeds against the
debtor’s land or property; and
• issue an order for the seizure of the
debtor’s goods.

The difficulty in practice is that
the effectiveness of any order is
dependent on the non-resident
parent making full and frank disclosure
of assets.

Disqualification from driving
The Child Support, Pensions
and Social Security (NI) Act 2000

Committal to prison
If the court is satisfied that the
non-resident parent is guilty of either
culpable neglect or wilful refusal in
failing to pay maintenance, it may
issue a warrant for committal to
prison for a maximum period of six
weeks. The criminal standard of
proof must be satisfied, i.e. beyond
reasonable doubt.
The execution of the warrant may
be suspended by the court on such
terms and conditions as it sees fit.

Extension of additional powers
Although the existing powers of
enforcement are wide and farreaching, particularly the penalties

of disqualification from driving and
imprisonment, critics argue that
they are not being widely used by
the courts.
Government statistics show that
in Britain, between April 2001 and
September 2005, 27 non-resident
parents were imprisoned by the
courts for failure to pay maintenance
(3). During this same period, 507
non-resident parents were given
suspended sentences. These figures
perhaps demonstrate the reluctance
of the courts to impose custodial
sentences for non-payers. The new
powers to disqualify non-resident
parents from driving have been used
even less. Only nine disqualifications
have been implemented since the
legislation was introduced. This is
because the courts are unwilling to
impose a disqualification if this would
in effect prevent a non-resident parent
from working.
The question therefore is whether an
extension of the enforcement powers
to include tagging of non-resident
parents would improve current poor
compliance rates.

Electronic tagging
The government has not yet
announced details of how it proposes
electronic tagging would work in
practice in the case of non-resident
parents. In general, a curfew backed
by electronic tagging is an order that a
person stays at his/her home address
at specified hours as set out in the
order. To date, electronic tagging has
been used most widely for prisoners
made subject to Home Detention
Curfew under the early release
scheme. It is also used by the courts
under the terms of a curfew order. In
brief, the company who monitors tags
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fits the tag to the person’s ankle or
wrist. A monitoring device is plugged
into the phone line and the tag
constantly sends signals to the box.
If the signal stops, the authorities
are alerted.
Tagging would therefore restrict a nonresident parent’s liberty by requiring
him/her to remain at his/her home
address between certain hours. The
government argues that the advantage
is that the non-resident parent can
still remain economically active if
curfew hours are imposed for example
between 7pm and 7am. The Prison
Service claims a high success rate
with tagging prisoners under the early
release scheme. This may however
be attributable to the fact that there
is a real threat to prisoners of a return
to custody if they breach the order.
It remains to be seen, if tagging is
extended to non-resident parents,
whether courts would impose custodial
sentences for breaches, particularly
in view of their reluctance to impose
prison sentences for non-payers in
the past.
Critics argue that tagging is an
infringement of a person’s liberty and
proposals to extend such an order
to a non-resident parent should have
strong justifications. Pressure groups
such as Fathers 4 Justice (now recently
dissolved) claim that the proposals are
unfair as they treat mothers who fail to
allow fathers contact with their children
differently from fathers who fail to pay
maintenance. Indeed, government
proposals in 2004 to tag parents who
failed to comply with contact orders
were soon abandoned. There is also
the issue of the cost of tagging which
is more expensive than the alternatives
of community punishment orders and
community rehabilitation orders.

In Northern Ireland, electronic
tagging is not currently used within
the criminal justice system. Law
Centre (NI) understands, however,
that there are plans to introduce it in
due course.
The government has yet to announce
whether it will push ahead with its
proposals to introduce tagging as
part of a wider package of reforms.
A report has been commissioned into
the future of the CSA which is due to
be published shortly. The government
accepts that the current system is not
working and that a radical overhaul
is needed.
Recent statistics show a backlog of a
third of a million applications, a high
volume of inaccurate calculations
and huge delays before payment.
Cases being dealt with under the
old scheme have still not been
converted to the reformed scheme
which was introduced in March 2003.
Commentators, however, argue that
any further tinkering with enforcement
powers is bound to fail if the
fundamental underlying weaknesses
are not firstly addressed.
The government has also recently
strongly suggested that it intends
to use private debt companies to
enforce action against non-resident
parents on its behalf. It will be
interesting to see how it intends to
introduce this in Northern Ireland
where collection of debts is carried
out through the Enforcement of
Judgments Office rather than by
private companies and bailiffs.
Footnotes
(1) Rightsnet 4 January 2006
(2) ePolitix.com 1 December 2005
(3) bbc.co.uk 3 January 2006
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TRAIN WITH
LAW CENTRE (NI)
The Law Centre’s training
programme for 2006-2007
is now on line. Access it through
www.lawcentreni.org or contact
our training department on
028 9024 4401.
Law Centre training covers
legal issues in community care,
social security, employment and
immigration and carries CPD hours
for solicitors.

ADVERTISEMENT

Consulting Analytical Scientist
Chemical Analysis and Expert Opinion
Food – labelling, consumer complaints,
allergens, additives and contaminants.
Alcohol and Drugs – driving and other
offences, back calculations
Water – pollution, drinking water quality,
borewell and groundwater monitoring
Air – odour and dust nuisance, occupational
exposure
Personal Injury – chemical, laboratory,
industrial, cosmetics/toiletries
Michael Walker BSc MSc MChemA CChem FRSC
25 years experience - analytical chemist, expert
witness, food safety and standards policy
Access to sophisticated analytical
instrumentation for on-site or laboratory
analysis in the above areas.

Tel/fax: 028 90 96 87 32
Mobile: 07738 179 985
www.walker-scientific.com
29 Dorchester Drive, Newtownabbey, BT36 5WP
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Changes to the roles of the Lord Chief Justice
and Lord Chancellor
On 3 April 2006 the main provisions
of the Constitutional Reform Act 2005
commence. These will bring about
significant changes to the constitution
of the United Kingdom by redefining
the roles of the Lord Chancellor and
the Lord Chief Justices of England and
Wales and of Northern Ireland. The
reforms are designed to enhance the
independence of the judiciary and
to ensure clarity in the relationship
between them and the Executive. They
also clarify the respective roles of the
Lord Chancellor and Lord Chief Justice.
From 3 April, the Lord Chancellor’s
role as a judge ends and the Lord
Chief Justice becomes President of
the Courts of Northern Ireland and
holds the title of Head of the Judiciary.
The new arrangement, which leaves
the Lord Chancellor as a Government
Cabinet Minister, continues to
provide for his involvement in judicial
appointments, although this role
in Northern Ireland will pass to the
First Minister and deputy First Minister
on devolution.

OLD SCHOOL
CONSULTING LIMITED
Old School House
26 Ballymaguigan Road
Magherafelt
BT45 6LE
Phone: 02879418181
Fax: 02879418181
E-mail:
oldschoolconsulting@
btinternet.com

BOOKING FORM

The Justice (Northern Ireland) Act
2002 provided a statutory expression
of judicial independence. The
Constitutional Reform Act adds to
the guarantee of continued judicial
independence by placing particular
duties on the Lord Chancellor and
Ministers of the Crown to uphold that
independence. They must not, for
example, seek to influence particular
judicial decisions through any special
access to the judiciary. Corresponding
duties will be placed on the First and
deputy First Minister and Northern
Ireland Ministers on devolution.
In addition the Lord Chancellor must
have regard to the need for the judiciary
to have the support necessary to
enable them to exercise their functions.
The role of the Lord Chief Justice is
significantly enhanced. In addition
to his existing roles, for example as
Chairman of the Judicial Appointments
Commission (which was established
in June 2005) and President of the
Court of Appeal, High Court and Crown

Court, the Lord Chief Justice’s new
responsibilities are:
• assigning the judiciary to the courts
of Northern Ireland, distribution of
business within the courts, and
determining sitting times and places;
• dealing with complaints against the
conduct of members of the judiciary
and tribunals. A Code of Practice
will be published setting out the
procedure for handling complaints;
• maintaining arrangements for the
welfare, training and guidance of the
judiciary;
• appointing a Presiding county court
judge, President resident magistrate
and Presiding lay magistrate with
responsibility for the judges at those
tiers; and
• representing the views of the
Northern Ireland judiciary to
Parliament and in due course the
Northern Ireland Assembly.

Update on Land Law Adverse Possession Seminar
Speaker:
Date:
Venue:
Time:
Cost:

Mr David McBrien, LLB, LLM, Barrister at Law
28th April 2006
Park Plaza Hotel (formerly Fitzwilliam International Hotel) Belfast International Airport
Registration from 2pm - 2:30pm - Seminar begins at 2:30pm ends at 4:30pm
£85 - Attendance provides 2 hours CPD

Booking forms and cheques made payable to Old School Consulting Limited should be sent to Old
School Consulting Limited, Old School House, 26 Ballymaguigan Road, Magherafelt, BT45 6LE

Name:
Firm:
Address:
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The editorial team for The Writ is open to any suggestions for articles
and features which readers may have. If you would like to submit
something for inclusion in forthcoming editions or would like to discuss
an idea you may have for an article, please don’t hesitate to contact:
Karen Irwin, Burnside PR Ltd
Tel:
028 90428899
email: karen.irwin@burnsidepr.com
Or
Peter O’Brien/Heather Semple, Law Society of Northern Ireland
Tel:
028 90 231 614
email: peter.obrien@lawsoc-ni.org or heather.semple@lawsoc-ni.org

ADVERTISEMENT

COPY DEADLINE
FOR APRIL EDITION
THURSDAY 6 APRIL 2006

Mirror Group Newspapers
requires an

Editor: John Bailie

Editorial Lawyer

Published by the
Law Society of Northern
Ireland, 98 Victoria Street
Belfast BT1 3GN

This is a part-time, rota-based position for evenings, week-ends and
holiday cover. Qualified solicitor or barrister. Minimum 3 years pqe.
Knowledge of UK and Irish defamation law, contempt, copyright and
privacy essential. Previous experience of media an advantage.

The views expressed are not necessarily
those of the Law Society of Northern Ireland.

Writ

the

Please apply in writing with CV to:
The Legal Department
Mirror Group Newspapers
415 Holywood Road
Belfast
BT4 2GU
Closing date Friday 21st April 2006

“MGN” is an Equal Opportunities Employer and welcomes applications from all sections of the community.
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Master Policy
Cover Levels

Not all business is good business
Too many times, solicitors tell their
professional indemnity insurer that
they suspected the client who caused
their claim would be ‘difficult’.
Such statements immediately raise the
question: “Why did you take on the
client in the first place?”
Once a claim has occurred, the
main aim should be to review that
happened and wherever possible
try to avoid the situation happening
again. The best way to prevent taking
on difficult clients is to vet thoroughly
any new client through a strict risk
assessment procedure.
There are some simple questions
you need to ask yourself before
undertaking any instructions from a
new client.
First, establish who the client is. This
may seem straightforward enough,
but problems can arise if there is
more than one interested party, such
as a husband and wife, business
partnership or multiple siblings. More
than one interested party can lead to
the client having an internal conflict of
interest and a solicitor being caught
not knowing who requires the advice.
Clients can even make their initial
instruction with a conflict already
apparent and this should ring alarm
bells, but solicitors should also assess
the potential for a conflict to arise in
the future.
Next, ask yourself why the client
has approached you. Take into
consideration geographical issues

such as location and proximity
and use the firm’s procedures to
identify any issues relating to money
laundering as soon as possible.
Client identification is required under
the Money Laundering Regulations
2003 and you must have appropriate
procedures in place.
Never take on clients if you don’t feel
that you will be able to act for them.
Establish their expectations at the
outset and carefully manage them
throughout your relationship. Be
aware of the potential for a client’s
brief to change and assess whether
you have the skills, resources and time
to properly service the client’s needs.
Finally, ask yourself a crucial question.
“Do I want to act for this person
or these people?” Sometimes we
feel flattered and obliged to take on
clients because they have approached
us. Consider the timeliness of the
instruction (the shorter the deadline,
the more chance for error) and if the
client has a problematic history with
the firm or another firm.
The decision to act for a client is up
to you, and solicitors should take care
to assess if it is in their best interests
and indeed, in the best interests of the
client, before they act and create a
duty of care.
This column was prepared by AFP
Consulting, a division of Alexander
Forbes Risk Services UK and first
appeared in the Gazette, the journal
of the Law Society of England and
Wales, 102/08 24 February 2005

Solicitors should note that the
Master Policy provides cover of
£2m for each and every claim in
any given insurance year, with an
unlimited number of claims.
Cover is on a full civil liability
basis i.e. it is not restricted
to professional negligence,
but extends to all heads of
civil liability, including libel and
slander and dishonesty of
partners and employees in their
dealings with clients’ money.
The Policy also provides:
• “Run-off” cover for any claims
arising against a solicitor or
his estate post retirement and
for all time and in the future;
and
• an anti-repudiation clause,
whereby the Underwriters of
the policy cannot repudiate
liability for e.g. delay in
notification or technical
breach of policy terms, but
only where the solicitor has
been fraudulent.
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Freedom of Information - one year on
A year after the Freedom of Information
Act came into force, the majority of
public authorities say that the Act is
beneficial and is helping to create a
culture of greater openness in the public
sector.
The findings come from a survey carried
out among 500 public authorities by
the Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) as part of its review of the first
year of the Act. Increased openness
and transparency, better records
management, improved accountability
and improved relationships with the
public were all highlighted in the survey
as benefits of the Act. Three out of five
respondents said that their organisation
released more information to the
public as a result of the Freedom of
Information Act.
Speaking at an event to mark the
first anniversary, the Information
Commissioner, Richard Thomas, said:
“The Freedom of Information Act is
making a significant impact and is
being taken very seriously by most
public authorities. The pendulum is
definitely swinging towards disclosure
of information unless there is very good
reason to do otherwise. Governmental
culture is starting to change. There is still
a long way to go but I am encouraged
by the range and significant number of
disclosures we have seen so far.
“A great deal of important information
that is clearly in the public interest has
been released over the past 12 months,
which would not otherwise have been
in the public domain, including details
of politicians’ expenses, amounts and
recipients of farm subsidies under the
Common Agricultural Policy and hospital
mortality rates. Where public authorities
have refused to disclose information, my
office has sought to address this, such
as securing the disclosure of minutes
held by the Department for Education
in Northern Ireland on the future of
secondary education in Northern Ireland

and restaurant hygiene inspection
reports in Bridgend and London.”

The ICO’s experience
Since the Act came in to force at the end
of 2005, the Information Commissioner’s
Office has received over 2300 complaints
about public authorities not releasing
information. Of these, over 1000 have
been resolved either by negotiation,
informal resolution or by formal decision
notice, 135 of which were issued.
Local and central government account
for the largest number of classified
complaints, with each accounting for
over one third of cases. The most
common complaints related to section
1 of the Act, relating to the general
right of access to information held by
public authorities (where the complaint
is that requested information has not
been provided, in full or in part) and
section 10, the time a public authority
may take to comply with a request. The

most common reason public authorities
claimed an exemption from the Act was
that disclosure would breach someone’s
personal privacy. Prejudice to commercial
interests was the second most common
exemption claimed.
The ICO had an initial surge of
complaints, reflecting the experience of
public authorities at the start of 2005,
and this has resulted in some delays
with casework. The organisation has
gained much experience in dealing
with FOI during 2005 and has recently
instituted a series of new measures
designed to help it deal more effectively
with complaints. These include setting
up a new case reception unit, introducing
a new complaints form, more active
case management and extra staff,
including more senior managers.
The Commissioner believes that these
measures are already beginning to
have a significant effect with more
than twice as many cases being
processed in December 2005 than in
the previous month.
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Report on inquest system
A report into the role of the inquest
system in investigating deaths by lethal
force in Northern Ireland has been
published by the Northern Ireland
Human Rights Commission. The report
examines the extent to which the inquest
system in Northern Ireland has dealt
with disputed or controversial deaths,
particularly those involving agents of the
state. In addition, the report discusses
up-to-date case law and includes the
views of coroners on concerns with the
current inquest system.

At the launch of the publication, Chief
Commissioner, Professor Monica
McWilliams, commented:
“The number of inquests outstanding,
some of them delayed by years,
has been of great concern both to
the Commission and the public. It
is important that the inquest system
works effectively, in accordance with
Article 2 of the European Convention
on Human Rights – the right to life.
It should aim to minimise distress for

bereaved families and to meet their
expectations. The issue of delayed
inquests has been raised with the
Commission, over a period of time,
by a wide range of individuals and
groups, including bereaved families.
The Commission hopes that this
report will be useful in addressing
these problems.”
A copy of the Report can
be downloaded from
www.nihrc.org

ADVERTISEMENT

BOOK DISPOSAL
The library is disposing of books in April
with all donations going to the President’s
chosen charity, Macmillan Cancer Relief
or the Solicitors Benevolent Fund. Old
editions of key texts such as Archbold,
Blackstones, Chitty on Contract and
Wilkinson’s Road Traffic Offences will be
available. Or if you need some textbooks
for decorative purposes we are also
disposing of incomplete collections of
out of date Atkins, English and Empire
Digest, Halsbury’s and Encyclopaedia of
Forms and Precedents.

WORD FOR
WORD REPORTING
TRANSCRIPTION AGENCY
TRANSCRIPTS PRODUCED FROM ANY RECORDED PROCEEDINGS
– COURTS, TRIBUNALS, DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS ETC BY
EXPERIENCED COURT STENOGRAPHERS.
TRANSCRIPTS AVAILABLE ON HARD COPY, ELECTRONIC
SEARCHABLE PDF FORMAT AND CD-ROM.
NEXT DAY COMPLETION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

For a complete list of books please
contact Heather Semple,

STENOGRAPHERS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR HEARINGS,
DEPOSITIONS, VIDEO-CONFERENCING, TRIBUNALS ETC.

Head of Library & Information Services
(hsemple@lawsoc-ni.org)

CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED.
For further information and pricing contact:
Jacqui Harper
Word for Word Reporting
19 Deramore Avenue
Moira
Craigavon
Co Armagh
BT67 0PY
Tel: 07971 588874
E-mail: word4word@fsmail.net
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CPD Training Progamme
Investigations under Part VIII of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
25 April 2006 - Law Society House
This seminar will explore the powers of investigation exercisable under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 in respect of a civil recovery
investigation, and related practical issues. Michael McCracken BL will illustrate the issues by means of a hypothetical case study.
Topics to be covered include:
·
·
·
·

Outline of the powers of investigation available to the Assets Recovery Agency (ARA) in respect of a civil recovery
investigation.
The exercise of those powers by the ARA, and practical issues arising including disclosure, and the operation of legal
professional privilege
Applications under the recent Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Legal Expenses in Civil Recovery Proceedings) Regulations
2005 for the payment of defence legal expenses out of property the subject of civil recovery proceedings.
Insights from relevant judicial decisions

Cost: £30

Time: 3.30 - 4.30

CPD Allocation: 1 hour

Financial Management Workshop for Legal Practices
26 April 2006 - The Mount Conference Centre, Belfast
In a busy office environment with a hundred and one things demanding your attention the financial function and the management of
the practice can be overlooked. However these functions are the lifeblood of the organisation, are critical to its continuation and
demand attention.
In this workshop we will look at all aspects of the financial function including cash control, managing work in progress, practice
financing, succession and partnership change, fraud risk management, funding statutory debts and the financial appraisal of partners
and staff. Gabriel Greene of Goldblatt McGuigan will take you through the issues by way of case studies and workshops
empowering you with the knowledge to avoid the pitfalls.

Cost: £150

Time: 9.30 - 4.30

CPD Allocation: 6 hours

High Court Litigation - Practice & Procedure
12 May 2006 - Hilton Hotel, Belfast
This afternoon seminar which Mr Justice Higgins, the Senior QBD Judge, has kindly agreed to chair will consider key issues in High
Court litigation. In part one two experienced High Court civil litigation solicitors will undertake a review of the relevant Rules of the
Supreme Court, consider listing criteria and preparation for trial. They will also look at pitfalls for practitioners in the litigation process.
The presentation will then proceed to consider issues for solicitors around the finding, instructing and funding of expert witnesses and
the sharing of reports. Two expert witnesses (one medical, one accountancy) will also provide their perspective. A leading Senior
Counsel will bring the seminar to a close with a presentation on recent developments in personal injury civil litigation.

Cost: £90

Time: 1.30 - 4.30

CPD Allocation: 3 hours

How to Book: Please take a copy of the booking form below for each delegate/course, complete the form and
forward to Eleanor McCabe at Law Society House, 98 Victoria Street, Belfast, BT1 3JZ along with a cheque for the
appropriate amount, made payable to The Law Society of Northern Ireland.
Title of Event: __________________________________________________ Date of Event: __________________
Title: _____________ Name: ____________________________________________________________________
Firm: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Firm Address:_________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ Postcode: _______________________
Telephone Number:__________________________ E-mail: ____________________________________________
Cheque enclosed:__________ (made payable to Law Society of Northern Ireland)
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Speers & Associates & B W Group
Afternoon Seminar 6th April 2006

“Happy New Year”- the first
day of the fiscal tax year to
ensure your clients save tax
Speers & Associates in association with B W Group are hosting this seminar on
managing clients wealth and expectations.
Concentrating on all the issues of property ownership, Pre-Owned Asset Taxation,
business succession, exit strategies and mitigating liability without loss of control.
It is especially targeted at experienced and newly qualified Solicitors involved in
Probate, Estate Planning, Will Drafting, Commercial advice, Business Property and
taxation advice or acting in the capacity as trustees.
Topics covered will be:
• Taxation of trusts
• Pre-Owned Assets – past and future liabilities
• Effective Inheritance Tax planning
• Retaining control of assets
• Residential property transfer by parents to children
• Mitigating CGT on business property
• Gift & Loan arrangements that actually work
• Alternative solutions to the “seven year exemption”
• Solutions for the asset rich but cash poor that cannot avail of traditional tax
mitigation strategies.
• Leaving the UK – non-residency planning
• Domicile planning
The seminar will highlight potential negligence claims areas and offer innovative solutions.

BOOKING FORM
TO reserve a place on the seminar please copy and fax to 028 9185 9995
I/we wish to secure
places (Cost per delegate £50)
Venue:
The Law Society, Belfast
Seminar time: 2.00pm – 4.30pm
*Qualifies for 2.5 Hours CPD
Name:
Practice:
Telephone:
Email:
Alternatively please email: mail@speersandassociates.co.uk
Registered Office: Speers & Associates, 5 Chatsworth, Bangor, Co Down, BT19 7WA
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Northern Ireland Young
Solicitors’ Association
NORTHERN IRELAND YOUNG SOLICITORS’ ASSOCIATION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BRIGHTWATER RECRUITMENT AND FIRST TRUST BANK

ANNUAL CONFERENCE & MID-SUMMER BALL 2006
Ten Square, Belfast
Friday 16th June
Saturday 17th June

June 16th – June 18th 2006
Welcome and drinks reception
10.00 am –1.00 pm- Practice Management seminar and light lunch. Seminar to include speakers from the
Law Society of Northern Ireland, Marsh Indemnity Insurers, Brightwater Recruitment and Moore Stephens
Chartered Accountants. Full details of topics to follow on the NIYSA website and next edition of the Writ.
Saturday afternoon activities to be confirmed
Saturday 17th June 7.30 pm – Drinks Reception Mid-Summer Ball in the Porcelain Room, Ten Square, Belfast
Accommodation, which is not included in the registration fees, may be available at Ten Square. When booking
please quote NIYSA as a preferential rate has been arranged.

REGISTRATION FORM
Please note: Your name and organisation will appear on your badge as you have specified below. A separate form should be completed for each delegate attending.

DELEGATE DETAILS
Title:

Name:

Surname:

Firm/Organisation:
Contact Address:
Telephone:

Fax:

Email:

Please tick the appropriate box(es) below:
I will require vegetarian food
I have other dietary requirements and would like to be contacted
I have specific needs in relation to sight, mobility, hearing etc and would like to be contacted
The following fees exclude travel, accommodation and expenses etc. Please confirm which elements you wish to register
for by ticking the relevant box below. Your booking will be confirmed by means of an acknowledgement letter that will be
emailed to you once your registration has been processed and payment cleared (if paid in advance).
I wish to attend the whole Annual Conference (Fri-Sun) @ £75.00 inc. VAT
I wish to attend the Practice Management Seminar on Saturday 17th June only @ £60.00 inc. VAT
I wish to attend the Friday night drinks reception only
I wish to attend the Mid-Summer Ball only @ £35.00 inc. VAT
I wish to attend the Friday night party and Mid-Summer Ball only @ £35.00 inc. VAT
I enclose a bankers draft/cheque (drawn on a UK bank) made payable to Northern Ireland Young Solicitors Association
Cancellation Policy: Should you wish to cancel please advise Kiera Lee in writing as soon as possible. Payment must be in
advance. No payments will be accepted on the day.
Please return this form as soon as possible to: Kiera Lee, NIYSA Secretary, Mills Selig Solicitors, 21 Arthur Street, Belfast,
BT1 4GA. E-mail: kiera.lee@nilaw.com Tel: 028 9024 3878
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NORTHERN IRELAND
YOUNG SOLICITORS’
ASSOCIATION

THURSDAY 13TH APRIL 2005
McCRACKEN’S BAR
4 Joy’s Entry, Belfast
9.00PM-LATE ADMISSION £5

OF THE

LSNI

NORTHERN IRELAND YOUNG
SOLICITORS’ ASSOCIATION
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FIRST TRUST BANK
PRESENT A LUNCHTIME LECTURE ON:

IN CONJUNCTION WITH
FIRST TRUST BANK

easter
disco

JOURNAL

“A WHISTLE STOP TOUR
OF THE FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT (2000)”
The Freedom of Information Act (2000) came into force on 1 January 2005.
Under this Act, anybody may request information from a public authority that
has functions in England, Wales and/or Northern Ireland. The Act provides
opportunities for access to information that previously may have been difficult
or impossible to obtain. However, the Act also opens up areas previously
held sacrosanct by lawyers. This lunchtime seminar will give attendees an
insight into the impact of the Act and associated legislation including the Data
Protection Act and the Environmental Regulations.
SPEAKER: Mr Stephen McCartney, Operations and Policy Manager
of the Freedom Of Information Office in Northern Ireland
DATE:

Monday 10th April 2006

TIME:

1pm- 2pm (tea, coffee and sandwiches from 12.30 pm)

VENUE:

Law Society House, Victoria Street, Belfast

COST:

£10 for members of the NIYSA* and £20 for non- members.

* All Solicitors aged 36 or under are automatically members of the NIYSA.

Attendance at this Seminar will provide 1 hour’s CPD entitlement.
Cheques and Booking Forms to
NIYSA c/o Toby McMurray, Tughans Solicitors,
Marlborough House, 30 Victoria Street, Belfast, BT1 3GS
E- mail to Toby.McMurray@tughans.com

BOOKING FORM - Lunchtime lecture - The Freedom of Information Act
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
E-MAIL ADDRESS
TEL
NUMBER OF PERSONS ATTENDING
I ENCLOSE REMITTANCE OF £
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Smoking
legislation
issued for
consultation
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ADVERTISEMENT

A draft Smoking (NI) Order 2006
has been published for consultation.
At the launch, Health Minister Shaun
Woodward said: “In October last
year, I announced that Northern
Ireland would, by April 2007, be
smoke-free in enclosed public
places and workplaces. I am now
taking a significant step in making
that happen, by issuing the draft
Smoking (NI) Order 2006 for
consultation.”

Be part of our new
Directory Service!

The consultation seeks comments in
key areas such as:

www.PropertyNews.com is Northern Ireland’s award
winning property website providing a comprehensive listing
service for buying and selling property. It is supported by 98%
of the Province’s Estate Agents.

• the definition of smoking;
• the definition of smoke-free
premises;
• the extent of any proposed
exemptions;
• offences and level of penalties;
• requirement for fixed penalties;
• the power to raise the age limit for
sale of tobacco to young people.
The Minister added, “I would
particularly welcome views on
exemptions to the legislation. For
example, I am recommending that
private members’ clubs should not
be exempt from the legislation. But
should designated areas within care
homes, which are both homes and
workplaces, be exempt? What about
psychiatric units and prisons?”
There is an eight-week
consultation period which ends on
Friday 5 May 2006.
The draft Smoking (NI) Order 2006
consultation can be found on the
website of the DHSSPS at
www.dhsspsni.gov.uk/
showconsultations?txtid=14079

The website contains the largest database of property listings
in Ireland with around 90% of the property market for sale or
rent in Northern Ireland at any one time.

• 10 million page views per month
• 340,000 visitors each month
• 92% indigenous Northern Ireland audience
• 33,000 first time buyers each month
• Highly targeted and focused audience actively
searching for property and related services
As part of our ongoing commitment to provide a full property
information service we are currently compiling a directory of
professional and other services on a subscription basis.
This is an ideal advertising medium to communicate to a
targeted audience and to acquire new clients.

If you would like to be included in the directory please register your
interest by contacting Julieann Tsang on:

028 9057 1391 or email julieann@propertynews.com
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Library Update
Recommended Reading

Equity Release Schemes
Articles
Offers advice for practitioners where clients have decided to pursue an equity release scheme.
Wilson: 2005, SJ, 149(47) Supp (Elderly client), 2,4
The pre-owned asset charge and equity release within the family
(considers whether equity release can solve the prospective IHT problems for the property rich and
cash poor homeowner) 2005: Tr. & Est. Jun, 6-8
Equity release in retirement
Cole: 2005, ECA, 10(3), 22-23
Unlocking equity (offers advice for practitioners on explaining equity release schemes to clients)
Wilson: 2004, SJ 148 (4), 95-96

Website
http://www.helptheaged.org.uk/Money/Investments/equityrelease/default.htm
A useful website from Help the Aged, explaining what an equity release scheme is, as well as providing
useful downloadable leaflets on –
• Why consider an equity release scheme and who qualifies?
• Lifetime mortgages and reversion schemes
• Questions on equity release schemes and points to consider
• The next steps and finding an equity release scheme
http://www.fsa.gov.uk/consumer/pdfs/raise_home.pdf
FSA factsheet (May 2005) entitled “Raising money from your home” which gives guidance and
examples on
how you can raise money from the value of your home through an equity release scheme;
how equity release schemes work and some of the risks involved;
how you might be able to raise money in other ways; and
where to get more help and information.

New Books in the Library
Adams: Franchising: practice and precedents in business format franchising.
5th edition. Tottel publishing. 2006
Worley: BIALL handbook of legal information management.
Ashgate Publishing. 2006.
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High Court, Court of Appeal and Tribunal Decisions
A complete list of decisions is
available on the Law Society Website
at www.lawsoc-ni.org
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS
BY AM DEVELOPMENTS UK
LIMITED AND BELFAST CITY
COUNCIL AND BELFAST
CHAMBER OF TRADE AND
COMMERCE AND BOW STREET
MALL LIMITED AND LISBURN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND
CENTRAL CRAIGAVON LIMITED
FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW AND IN
THE MATTER OF A DECISION OF
THE RT HON LORD ROOKER,
MINISTER WITH RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT
Application for discovery of documents
which are allegedly discoverable in
judicial review proceedings brought
separately by applicants. - restrictions on
discovery in judicial review proceedings.
- application dismissed
HIGH COURT
10 FEBRUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
ATTORNEY GENERAL’S REFERENCE
(NUMBER 1 OF 2006) GARY
MCDONALD, JOHN KEITH
MCDONALD AND STEPHEN GARY
MATERNAGHAN
Sentencing. - possession of imitation
firearm with intent to cause fear
and violence. - affray. - application
by Attorney General for leave to
refer sentences under s.36 Criminal
Justice Act 1988 on the ground they
were unduly lenient. - aggravating
and mitigating factors and personal
circumstances of offenders. - effect of
double jeopardy. - HELD that original
sentence quashed and substituted
with concurrent sentence of 3 years’
imprisonment
COURT OF APPEAL
24 FEBRUARY 2006
KERR LCJ, NICHOLSON LJ, GIRVAN J

IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY DAVID BELL FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW
Applicant a serving police officer who
was subject to a complaint by person he
arrested in the line of duty. - complaint
pursued under s. 59 Police (NI) Act
1998 and charges subsequently brought
against applicant. - hearing convened
before a Directed Tribunal under r.28
RUC (Complaints etc) Regulations 2000.
- whether valid mechanism to hear
and determine a directed complaint.
- whether Ombudsman’s direction to
Chief Constable to bring disciplinary
proceedings was a legal nullity in the
absence of a valid special procedure.
- whether proceedings should be
discontinued. - HELD that since relevant
authorities have proper procedures in
place, application is dismissed
HIGH COURT
30 JANUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY KAREN CARSON
AND IN THE MATTER OF DECISIONS
OF THE NORTHERN IRELAND
PRISON SERVICE
Judicial review – prisoner’s conditions.
– sanitary and hygiene conditions.
– whether conditions of female prisoner
degrading. – whether breach of arts
3 and 8. – whether breach of art. 14
comparing male and female prisoners.
– strip searching. – whether practices
breach of arts 3 and 8
HIGH COURT
20 APRIL 2005
GIRVAN J
CHIEF CONSTABLE OF POLICE
SERVICE OF NORTHERN IRELAND v
LEON OWENS
Appeal of Magistrate’s finding that
respondent had no case to answer on
charges of breach of non-molestation
order and assault occasioning actual
bodily harm. - approach to be taken by
Magistrate to a submission of no case
to answer. - failure of witness to give

evidence in this case. - HELD that there
was sufficient evidence to allow the
case to proceed beyond the direction
stage, case remitted back to RM do deal
with according to the law and guidance
provided by this judgment
COURT OF APPEAL
2 FEBRUARY 2006
KERR LCJ
JOHN DONAGHEY AND ANNE
DONAGHEY AS SOLE EXECUTORS
OF THE WILL OF MARY DONAGHEY
DECEASED v JOSEPH MCGLONE
Action by plaintiff as sole executors of
will. - whether deceased was of sound
mind, memory and understanding and
knew and approved the contents of
the will executed in the presence of a
solicitor and witness. - testamentary
capacity. - HELD that deceased was fully
capable of making a will, and Will was
pronounced in solemn form
HIGH COURT
13 FEBRUARY 2006
NICHOLSON LJ
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY KIM DUNN FOR
LEAVE TO APPLY FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW AND IN THE MATTER OF A
DECISION OF THE POLICE SERVICE
OF NORTHERN IRELAND
Application for judicial review of PSNI
constable who is the mother of 2 small
children. - applicant seeks order of
certiorari to quash decision of PSNI
that she was ineligible to sit sergeant’s
exams by reason of her sickness
absence record. - declaration that PSNI
guidelines on Pregnancy - Guidance for
Promotions, Appointments and Transfers
was unlawful, ultra vires or of no effect.
- applicant certified unfit for work after
maternity leave. - whether applicant
suffered discrimination. - appeal
dismissed
HIGH COURT
13 JANUARY 2006
DEENY J

MARCH

WILLIAM JOSEPH HERRON v
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
NORTHERN IRELAND
Criminal injury claim. - care cost of the
applicant. - whether applicant entitled
to recover them in his claim. - whether
bound to pay them to health authority
HIGH COURT
8 FEBRUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
HARRY MILLAR v TERENCE
ROONEY, EDWARD CRANE,
EAMONN CRANE AND SEAN CRANE
Personal injuries and damages. - plaintiff
injured while working on land owned
by defendants. - whether owner of land
was occupier of the lands and liable
to the plaintiff. - plaintiff involved in
construction of hayshed using unsafe
plant and equipment. - whether plaintiff
guilty of contributory negligence. - HELD
that plaintiff is liable for 30% contributory
negligence and first, second and fourth
named defendants were liable for 70%
of contributory negligence. - damages of
£47,351.59 awarded after deduction of
contributory negligence and £11,931.67
in special damages
HIGH COURT
19 JANUARY 2006
DEENY J
IN THE MATTER OF P AND OTHERS
(CARE ORDER: SCHEDULE OF
FINDINGS SOUGHT: FAIRNESS
OF THE HEARING: ALLEGATIONS
AGAINST NON PARTIES: ISSUE
ESTOPPEL)
Application by Trust for Care Order
under art. 50 Children (NI) Order 1995
in relation to 4 children. – care plan and
contact. – allegations of sexual abuse
against parents. – standard of proof.
– whether threshold criteria have been
satisfied that children likely to suffer
significant harm. – application granted
HIGH COURT
31 JANUARY 2006
GILLEN J

2006

RvH
Application for leave to proceed with
charges of sexual abuse charges.
- applicant had previously withdrawn
allegations with trial judge making an
order that the matter be stayed and
left on the books of the court, not to
be proceeded with without leave of
the Crown Court or Court of Appeal.
- whether the stay had brought
proceedings to an end and whether they
could be reactivated. - jurisdiction of
judge to make order. - whether abuse
of process. - HELD that prosecution
be granted leave to proceed with the
charges
CROWN COURT
10 FEBRUARY 2006
HART J
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY CHARLENE
RODGERS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
AND IN THE MATTER OF A
DECISION BY THE CRIMINAL
INJUSIRES COMPENSATION
APPEALS PANEL FOR NORTHERN
IRELAND
Decision of the criminal injuries
compensation appeal panel. - Criminal
Injury Compensation Scheme. - crime of
violence. - battery. - whether decision of
panel unreasonable
HIGH COURT
25 JANUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
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IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY HER MAJESTY’S
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
NORTHERN IRELAND FOR
LEAVE TO APPLY FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW AND IN THE MATTER OF
A DECISION BY A STATUTORY
ADJUDICATOR ON 6 JULY 2005
Criminal Injury Compensation Scheme.
- whether applicant in reasonable fear
of injury to his own person. - whether
entitled to compensation. - whether
Appeal Panel has acted unfairly. - duty of
inquiry. - failure to give reasons
HIGH COURT
3 FEBRUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY DARREN SLOAN
BY DAMIEN MAGUIRE HIS SOCIAL
WORKER AND NEXT FRIEND AND
IN THE MATTER OF A DECISION OF
THE BURGLARY UNIT MUSGRAVE
STREET POLICE STATION AND IN
THE MATTER OF A DECISION OF A
CUSTODY OFFICER OT THE POLICE
SERVICE OF NORTHERN IRELAND
Application for judicial review of
decisions of PSNI to deal with applicant
by way of charge rather than by way of
release pending report, and subsequent
decision of PSNI to detain him overnight
in police cell. - applicant a juvenile who
was arrested on suspicion of burglary.
- applicant not released on bail since
no appropriate adult would sign bail.
- police believed applicant would fail
to appear or commit further offences.
- duty of PSNI under PACE to make
arrangements for applicant to be taken
to a place of safety and detained there.
- HELD that decision to charge applicant
was lawful and proportionate, and that
it was impracticable to release applicant
back to the voluntary Resource Centre in
which he resided. - appeal dismissed
HIGH COURT
14 FEBRUARY 2006
SHEIL LJ
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High Court, Court of Appeal and Tribunal Decisions
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION BY RODNEY SMITH
FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
Applicant serving his seventy custodial
sentence. - eligibility for pre-release
falls to be assessed under Pre-Release
Home Leave Scheme. - refusal to give
prisoner star status on the basis he had
served several periods of imprisonment.
- prisoner in special regime over
fears for his safety. - whether he was
being unfairly discriminated against. application dismissed
HIGH COURT
21 FEBRUARY 2006
GIRVAN J
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS
BY PAUL UDU, VALENTINE NYENTY
AND RICHARD OZIEGBE HARRISON
FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
Judicial review. - immigration. - whether
applicants illegal entrants. - whether
applicants guilty of deception. - whether
duty of candour. - whether failure to
give information deception. - legality of
detention
HIGH COURT
26 SEPTEMBER 2005
GIRVAN J

INDUSTRIAL AND FAIR
EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNAL
DECISIONS
BROWN, THOMAS v MOSAIC
UK HOME SERVICE LTD AND
REDUNDANCY PAYMENTS SERVICE
(WATFORD) AND REDUNDANCY
PAYMENTS SERVICE (BELFAST)
Claim for protective award pursuant to
Articles 216-220 of the Employment
Rights (NI) Order 1996. - whether time
limit should be extended. - second and
third named respondents dismissed
from proceedings. - Tribunal decided
claim was well founded and ordered
respondent to pay a protective award for
90 days.
461/05IT
9 JANUARY 2006

THE DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT AND LEARNING v
PATRICK DUNCAN T/A DEALERS
AGENCY AND DEALERS NI LTD
Department sought an order prohibiting
the respondents carrying on or being
concerned with an employment agency
on the grounds of misconduct and
unsuitability. - Tribunal considered the
Conduct of Employment Agencies and
Business Regulations (Northern Ireland)
and Article 5(a)(2) of the Employment
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (NI) Order
1982. - respondent ran an employment
agency for actors but failed to keep
proper accounts. - what constitutes
misconduct. - Tribunal granted
Prohibition Order stayed for four years
on terms set out by Tribunal
525/05IT
10 JANUARY 2006
EASTONVILLE TRADERS LTD
v CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
TRAINING BOARD
Applicant sought to appeal against levy
imposed by respondent under Industrial
Training (NI) Order 1984.- applicant
company engaged in land brokerage.
- whether appellant’s activities were
such to render it liable to pay levy. whether applicant’s business falls within
paragraph 1(g) or (h) of Schedule 1 of
the Industrial Training (Construction)
Board Order (NI) 1964. - Tribunal
decided that appellant benefited from
the construction industry and falls
within scope of the legislation. - Appeal
dismissed.
2291/04IT
9 JANUARY 2006
FITZPATRICK, FINTAN V
ROBERT BUCKLEY AND ROCK
MERCHANTING LTD T/A PULSE
FITNESS
Decision on a pre-hearing review.
- whether applicant’s claim for unfair
dismissal should be dismissed.
- whether applicant had withdrawn
proceedings in accordance with Rule 25
in Schedule 1 of the Industrial Tribunals

(Constitution and Rules of Procedure)
Regulations (NI) 2005. - applicant
asserted that his solicitors did not
have authority to withdraw his claim.
- Tribunal held that proceedings were
not withdrawn and claim should not be
dismissed.
1630/04IT
11 JANUARY 2006
MCDOWELL, DAVID v SHOP
ELECTRIC LIMITED (IN
LIQUIDATION) AND KPMG
ADMINISTRATORS
Applicant claimed unfair dismissal,
breach of contract and unlawful
discrimination on grounds of religious
belief or political opinion. - union
members received 56 days pay for lack
of notice and as a non union member
he did not. - employment ended on
31 October 2003 but claim was not
received until 6 June 2005. - whether
Tribunal has jurisdiction to entertain
complaint in view of the provisions
of Article 7 of the Industrial Tribunals
Extension of Jurisdiction Order (NI)
1994. - Tribunal found it did not have
jurisdiction to hear complaints.
126/05FET
18 JANUARY 2006
WILKINSON, EMMANUEL v ULSTER
BRANCH BADMINTON UNION OF
IRELAND
Applicant claimed for discrimination on
the grounds of race contrary to the Race
Relations (NI) Order 1997. - whether
claim presented within time limits and
whether tribunal had jurisdiction to hear
claim. - Tribunal decided that it does
not have jurisdiction as claim presented
outside three month time limit.
1641/04IT
19 JANUARY 2006
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Missing Wills
Re:
Carmen Stewart (deceased)
Formerly of:
Flat 6, 99 Eglinton Avenue, Belfast
Late of:
Apartment 4, The Boundaries, Gilford
Road, Lurgan
Date of death:
January 2006
Would any person having knowledge of
the whereabouts of any Will made by the
above named deceased please contact:
Conor Downey & Co
Solicitors
3 William Street
Lurgan
County Armagh BT66 6JA
Re:
Mary Philomena Anne Boyle
(deceased)
Late of :
Glendun Nursing Home,
67 Knocknacarry Road, Cushendun,
Ballymena, County Antrim, BT44 0NS
Formerly of:
34 North Street, Ballycastle, County
Antrim
Date of death:
27 January 2006
Would anyone holding a Will for the
above named deceased or having any
knowledge of the whereabouts of the
same, please contact:
Daniel A McKenna & Company
Solicitors
29 New Row
Coleraine
County Londonderry BT52 1AD
Tel: 028 7035 3800
Fax: 028 7035 8703
Re:
Brian Goretti Greene (deceased)
Late of:
130 Drumeer Road, Maguiresbridge,
County Fermanagh, BT94 4R and
formerly of 4 Rutland Street, Belfast
Date of death:
3 February 2006
Would any person having knowledge

of the whereabouts of the Will for the
above named deceased please contact:
Elliott Duffy Garrett
Solicitors
34 Upper Queen Street
BELFAST BT1 6FD
Tel: 028 9024 5034
Reference: ZG/MAGO1-2
Re:
William James Steenson (deceased)
Late of:
37 Abetta Parade, Belfast, County
Antrim BT5 5EH
Would any person having knowledge of
the whereabouts of a Will made by the
above named deceased please contact
the undernoted person:
Miss Yvonne Bell
Stewarts Solicitors
3 Regent Street
Newtownards
County Down BT23 4AB
Tel: 028 9182 6444
Re:
Martin Carvill (deceased)
Late of:
122 Glenkeen, Dunmurry, Belfast,
County Antrim BT17 0SL
OBIT:
1 January 2006
Would any Solicitor who is aware
of a Will made by the above named
deceased please contact:
Joseph Lockhart & Son
Solicitors
24 Bachelors Walk
Lisburn
County Antrim BT28 1XJ
Tel: 028 9266 3225
Re:
Mark Hunter (deceased)
Late of:
34 Lombard Avenue, Lisburn
Date of death:
24 January 2006
Would any person having knowledge of
the whereabouts of any Will made by the
above named deceased please contact:
Mrs Elma McCaw
Messrs C & J Black
Solicitors
Linenhall House
13 Linenhall Street
BELFAST BT2 8AA
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Tel: 028 9032 1441
Fax: 028 9023 4125
Re:
Rosetta Louise Simpson (deceased)
Late of:
24 Strandburn Park, Belfast, BT14
1ND
Any person having knowledge of the
whereabouts of any Will made by the
above named deceased please contact:
Nixon & Co
Solicitors
2-4a Kilcoole Park
BELFAST BT14 8LB
Tel: 028 9071 9703
Re:
Margaret Graham (deceased)
Late of:
25 Gallrock Road, Portadown,
County Armagh
Date of death:
20 December 2005
Would any person having knowledge of
any Will for the above named deceased,
please contact:
James H Rodgers & Co
Solicitors
15 Church Street
Portadown
County Armagh BT62 3LN
Tel: 028 3833 7211
Fax: 028 3835 0980
Re:
Estate of Robert McAllister
(deceased)
Late of:
19 Osborne Drive, Shrigley, County
Down
Date of Death:
9 May 2005
Would anyone having knowledge of the
whereabouts of any Will made by the
above named deceased, please contact:
Kathryn Millinson
James Murland & Company
Solicitors
15 English Street
Downpatrick
County Down BT30 6AP
Tel: 028 4461 9980
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Missing Title
Deeds
Folio:
20291
County:
Armagh
Registered Owner:
Felix McHugh and Bridget Kathleen
McHugh
Take notice that any person having
custody of or information as to the
whereabouts of the Land Certificate
relating to the above mentioned Folio
should forthwith produce said Certificate
or communicate such information to the
undermentioned solicitors.
And further take notice that unless the
said Land Certificate is so produced
or adequate information as to its
whereabouts is so communicated within
three weeks of publication of this notice,
a duplicate Land Certificate may be
applied for.
The Elliott-Trainor Partnership
3 Downshire Road
Newry
County Down BT34 1ED
Tel: 028 3026 8116
Fax: 028 3026 9208

Folio:
AN 48660L
County:
Antrim
Registered Owner:
Robert Maxwell & Fiona Maxwell
Registered Owner of a Charge:
Abbey National plc
Address of Premises:
22 Allenbrook, Millbrook, Larne,
County Antrim BT40 2QF
Take notice that any person having
custody of or information as to the
whereabouts of the Land Certificate
relating to the above mentioned Folio
should forthwith produce said Certificate
or communicate such information to the
undermentioned solicitors.
And further take notice that unless the
said Land Certificate is so produced
or adequate information as to its
whereabouts is so communicated within
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three weeks of publication of this notice,
a duplicate Land Certificate may be
applied for.
Fitzsimons Kinney Mallon
Solicitors
6 John Mitchel Place
Newry
County Down BT34 2BP
Tel: 028 3026 2269
Fax: 028 3026 5660

Folio:
TY 16345
County:
Tyrone
Registered Owner:
Patrick Donnelly
Lands at:
Sandholes Road, Cookstown
Take notice that any person having
custody of or information as to the
whereabouts of the Land Certificate
relating to the above mentioned folio
should forthwith produce said Certificate
or communicate such information to the
undermentioned solicitors.
And take further notice that unless the
said Land Certificate is so produced
or adequate information as to its
whereabouts is so communicated within
three weeks of publication of this notice
a duplicate Land Certificate may be
applied for.
Elliott Duffy Garrett
Solicitors
Royston House
34 Upper Queen Street
BELFAST BT1 6FD

Folio:
AN 28035L
Registered Owners:
Georgina Griffin and Kieran Malachy
Griffin
Take notice that any person having
custody of or information as to the
whereabouts of the Land Certificate
relating to the above mentioned folio
should forthwith produce said Certificate
or communicate such information to the
undermentioned solicitors.
And take further notice that unless the
said Land Certificate is so produced

or adequate information as to its
whereabouts is so communicated within
three weeks of publication of this notice
a duplicate Land Certificate may be
applied for.
Michael Ferguson
Solicitors
249 Lisburn Road
BELFAST BT9 7EN

Folio:
41036
County:
Down
Registered Owner:
Margaret Watson
Lands of:
111 Mealough Road, Carryduff
Take notice that any person having
custody of or information as to the
whereabouts of the Land Certificate
relating to the above mentioned Folio
should forthwith produce said Certificate
or communicate such information to the
undermentioned solicitors.
And further take notice that unless the
said Land Certificate is so produced
or adequate information as to its
whereabouts is so communicated within
three weeks of publication of this notice,
a duplicate Land Certificate may be
applied for.
Donaldson McConnell & Co
Solicitors
Castle Chambers
1 Castle Street
Lisburn
BT27 4SR
Tel: 028 92 601421
Fax: 028 92 675705
E-Mail: adams@donaldson-mcconnell.com
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Solicitors
Required
Newry firm seeks a Solicitor with good
general experience primarily to handle
Civil and Criminal Litigation including
Matrimonial work. A sound knowledge
of Legal Aid Applications, Reports
and Processes is essential. Some
Conveyancing and Probate work is also
available. The suitable candidate will
have good interpersonal skills and be
computer literate. A clean driving licence
and own vehicle are required.
Applications in your own handwriting
with typed CV to:
Stephen Begley & Co
Solicitors
9 Merchant’s Quay
Newry
County Down
Tel: 028 3026 7538
Fax: 028 3026 9189
Salary negotiable
Excellent position and long term
prospects with a large, well established
and prosperous general practice.
Attractive salary (commensurate with
experience – commercial conveyancing
experience preferred)
Please apply to:
Macaulay Wray
Solicitors
35 New Row
Coleraine
County Londonderry
BT52 1AH
Closing Date: 13 April 2006

Due to continued expansion the firm
of Small & Marken Solicitors require a
Solicitor with experience primarily in
Conveyancing and Matrimonial Law.
Terms and remuneration negotiable for
the appropriate candidate.
Please apply in writing enclosing CV to:
Private and Confidential
Grainne O’Hagan
Small & Marken
Solicitors
65 Church Street
Antrim BT41 4BE
John F McEvoy & Co Solicitors, 8

Church Place, Lurgan, County Armagh
BT66 6EY, require a Solicitor to assist
in a varied and interesting provincial
practice. Newly or recently qualified
person considered but successful
candidate will be eager and enthusiastic.
Apply, submitting CV, to foregoing
address as soon as possible.
Tel: 028 3832 6977/028 3832 2228
Fax: 028 3832 4716

CMG Solicitors - Belfast, Bangor,
Newtownards
Solicitor required for the firm’s Bangor
office to take up vacancy created by
retirement of a partner and a consultant.
Would suit solicitor with five years plus
PQE. Experience in commercial and
residential property essential; experience
in corporate/commercial desirable.
Excellent position with long term
prospects. Apply in writing to:
Staff Partner
CMG Solicitors
20 May Street
BELFAST
BT1 4NL
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Top level legal professionals, with
plenty of spirit.
Abacus Professional Recruitment is a leading specialist provider of employment solutions for the Legal
community throughout NI. Our dedicated, results-driven team will source permanent, contract and temporary
vacancies in order to provide you with the best options. As an accredited member of the Recruitment and
Employment Confederation (REC), we guarantee a professional, ethical approach and complete confidentiality. A
sample of some of the high calibre positions on offer are outlined below:

COMMERCIAL LITIGATION
SOLICITOR/PARTNER
Ref: 426-576

CORPORATE/COMMERCIAL SOLICITOR
Ref: 2481-482

Salary: £32k to £48k plus associated benefits

Salary: £29k to £45k

We can offer several high calibre roles for postqualified solicitors throughout Belfast. Our Clients
presently require a professional to handle M&A,
MBOs and MBIs, Private Equity, etc. Possible benefit
packages and future career opportunities negotiable.

DOMESTIC/RESIDENTIAL
CONVEYANCING SOLICITORS
Ref: RCS-1086

Salary: £25k to £48k plus associated benefits

Representing a major role in Belfast that requires an
excellent Solicitor to inherit and manage a high
level caseload. You must demonstrate over 3 years
PQE, an approachable manner and excellent client
management background. Ability to fit into a
growing team is essential. Partnership potential
would be welcomed and salary would reflect this.

COMMERCIAL CONVEYANCING
SOLICITORS
Ref: CCS-1086

Salary: £28k to £53k plus associated benefits

NEWLY QUALIFIED SOLICITORS
Ref: NQ-836
Salary: £19k to £24k

Several firms in Belfast City, Co Antrim and Co Down
are trying to acquire a Conveyancing Solicitor. If you
can offer approx 2-7+ yrs PQE you shall be able to
select from a comprehensive list of vacancies in a
competitive market.

Several firms in Belfast City, Greater Belfast and Co
Antrim are trying to acquire a Commercial
Conveyancing Solicitor. If you can offer approx 1-5+
yrs PQE you will be able to select from a wide
variety of highly generous roles.

We represent several Clients who are keen to attract
newly qualified solicitors (up to 6 months). Clients
would be particularly interested in candidates with a
background in the following areas:Corporate/Commercial, Banking and Finance,
Commercial Litigation and Commercial Property.
Strong academic backgrounds would be a
considerable advantage.

RECRUITMENT CONSULTANT
LEGAL TEAM
Ref: LS-1000

LEGAL SUPPORT STAFF
Ref: LS-1000

FAMILY BUSINESS SOLICITOR
Ref: FB-0362

Several roles available for top calibre Legal
Secretaries, Legal Bookkeepers, Office Managers and
Paralegals. Preferably 2+ yrs experience would be a
major advantage but all good candidates will be
assessed on merit. Roles available throughout NI.

Major Client is keen to attract Family Solicitor that
can offer 3+ years PQE. Top salary available for an
excellent professional who can contribute to the
development of the team and company.

Salary: £25k to £40k+ OTE

The Legal team at Abacus Professional
Recruitment needs to expand due to increasing
client demand. Experience of working within the
recruitment industry is desirable. However we will
consider a Law Graduate who wants to purse a
fresh career challenge.

Salary: £15k to £25k

More jobs are available on www.abacus-pr.com alongside the
latest version of our Legal Salary Survey.
Contact us at Belfast 028 9031 3157 or Portadown 028 3839 3339
or Email: info@abacus-pr.com

Salary: £26k to £40k+

